
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Leading experts from China have partnered with some of the world’s most respected 

Master Sommeliers, Masters of Wine, wine media and wine judges to rate, review and 

reward the best wine lists from China’s finest restaurants, hotels, cafes, wine bars and 

clubs. 
 

来自中国领先的专业人士们与一些世界上最受尊敬的侍酒大师、葡萄酒大师、葡萄酒媒体和评委们对来自大

中华区最优秀的餐厅、酒店、咖啡馆、酒吧和俱乐部的最好的酒单进行排名、点评和表彰。 

 

 

Any restaurants that have been given a Glass Rating are commended lists, and they are all 

here for you to discover. See how they’ve rated, read the judges review, use this as a guide 

and you can explore with confidence new wine and dining destinations from across 

Mainland China, Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan. 
 

任何被授予了一个杯数排名的餐厅都是推荐的酒单，他们在此等候着您去发现。看他们是如何被评委排名和

点评的，并以此作为指南帮助您信心满满地去探索来自中国大陆、香港、澳门和台湾的新葡萄酒和餐饮机

构。 

 

 
 

 

Understanding this Results and Review Guide: Only wine lists that have been awarded a Glass 

Rating are included in this Results and Reviews Guide. 
 

了解点评：只有获得一个杯数排名的酒单被包含在此获奖结果和点评指南内。 

 

=Recommended =Outstanding =Excellent 

推荐的                            优秀的                                  卓越的 
$, $$, $$$ = an indication of wine prices 

葡萄酒价格的指示 
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Our sincere thanks to our Partners and Sponsors who have made these Awards possible, on 

behalf of the Tourism and Hospitality industries across China and discerning consumers 

everywhere. 

 

我们仅代表大中华区的旅游酒店服务业和最富洞察力的消费者们，十分真诚的感谢所有奖项的合作

伙伴和赞助商 

 

                                                                                     

 

  



 

 

HALL OF FAME - 2022 

Wine List of the Year 

2021 Mainland China                        1515 West Chophouse (Shanghai) 

2020 Mainland China   Ensue (Shenzhen) 

2019 Mainland China   Café Gray Deluxe (Shanghai) 

2019 Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan SW Steakhouse (Macau) 

2017 Mainland China                       House of Roosevelt (Shanghai) 

2016 Mainland China   Hakkasan (Shanghai) 
 

2016 Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan  Aux Beaux Arts (Macau) 

2014 Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan  L’Atelier de Joel Robuchon (Hong Kong) 

2013 China      Robuchon au Dome (Macau) 

Individual Winners 

Paul Lo (2019) 

Lu Yang MS (2017, 2018) 

Three-Time Award Winners 

Tivano (2017, 2018, 2019)   Western China 

Duke’s (2013, 2015, 2017)   Southern China 
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102 HOUSE 🍷 

壹零贰小馆 

506, No 27 Zhongshan East 1st Road, Shanghai, 200080 

+86 (21) 6373-3122 

https://tastytrip.com/en/102-20220216/ 

Cuisine: Classic Cantonese 

Wine list by Demi Lei 

Wine on list: 250 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 68 - 388 RMB 

 
The list opens with an impressive collection of Sake, enough to 

satisfy even the most curious, and this is well supported by 

carefully chosen champagnes, both large Houses and Growers, 

with some real stars. The focus then is on quality Burgundy, 

red and white, with plenty of options for those looking further 

afield. A well compiled list. 

1515 CHOPHOUSE & BAR, JINGAN 

SHANGRI-LA HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷 

1515 牛排馆 

1218 Middle Yan’an Road, Jing An Kerry Centre on West 

Nanjing Road, Shanghai, 200020 

+86 21 22038888 

https://www.shangri-la.com/en/shanghai/jinganshangrila/ 

Cuisine: Chophouse 

Wine list by King Wang 

Wine on list: 898 (39 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 50 - 5960 RMB 

 

Since 2015, 1515 Chophouse + Bar has excited our tastebuds 

with a great selection of wines from around the world, well-

suited to its American-style chophouse cuisine. No-where is this 

better explored than in the wines by the glass offering, 

including some jaw-dropping once-in-a-lifetime wines such as 

Penfolds Grange, DRC and Rousseau served under Coravin. In 

keeping with its cuisine, expect to be offered a full range of red 

wine styles which dominate the list. And how exciting is it to 

see the growing number of quality wines listed from new and 

established Chinese wineries? Take time at the start of your 

meal to enjoy a cocktail, Chophouse has some stunners. 

28 HUBIN ROAD, GRAND HYATT 

HANGZHOU 🍷🍷 

湖滨28中餐厅 

No. 28 Hubin Road, Shangcheng district, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 

310000 

0571-87791234 

https://www.hyatt.com/zh-CN/hotel/china/grand-hyatt-

hangzhou/hangz 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Amber Jiao 

Wine on list: 247 (9 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 88 - 128 RMB 

 
There is a sense of pride in the comprehensive listing of 

Chinese wines on the 28 HuBin Street wine list. Benchmark 

wines of France feature strongly – be it Champagne, Burgundy, 

Bordeaux or the Rhône. The thoughtful integration of Grande 

Marque Houses and Grower Champagnes adds gravitas. A 

tight selection of wines from the rest of the vinous world 

completes this impressive list, which offers failsafe wines for 

less knowledgeable customers alongside pleasant surprises for 

the more wine savvy guests. A 2009 Château Mouton 

Rothschild is sure to impress the most important guest. 

8 1/2 OTTO E MEZZO BOMBANA 

SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷 
6th Floor, Associate Mission Building, No. 169, 

Yuanmingyuan Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200002 

021-60872890 

https://laisundining.com/the-venues/8-1-2-otto-e-mezzo-

bombana-shanghai/ 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Ervin Ong 

Wine on list: 532 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 150 - 670 RMB 

Best Champagne List 

 
With a range of exclusive imported wines to champion, expect 

to see some names re-appearing throughout this list such as La 

Spinetta, Contratto, Rocche dei Manzoni and more. They are 

the core around which flows a river of top wine names 

principally from Italy and France. The emphasis is on classic 

and established wine names and regions, rather than emerging 

stars and styles. But if you care to work your way through the 

500+ wines there are some gems to be discovered from Sicily, 

southern Italy, Piedmont and beyond. The range of Italian 

digestifs are worth waiting for. 



AMAZING CHINESE CUISINE (HONGQIAO) 

🍷🍷 

菁禧荟 （虹桥店） 

B5 Villa, 1665 Hongqiao Road, Shanghai, 200336 

021-62625677 

https://guide.michelin.com/en/shanghai-

municipality/shanghai/restaurant/amazing-chinese-cuisine-

changning 

Cuisine: Modern Teochew 

Wine list by Lu Yang (Top Sommelier Studio), Simon Li 

Wine on list: 72 (6 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 108 - 480 RMB 

 
This is the shortest list of the three 'Amazing' restaurants in 

Shanghai which offer 'Neo-Teochew' cuisine matched with only 

Champagne and Burgundy. There's no doubting the quality of 

the wines though some might baulk at the prices. It is an 

immaculately presented list. 

AMAZING CHINESE CUISINE (JING'AN) 

🍷🍷🍷 

菁禧荟 （静安店） 

4th Floor, Jincang Wenhua Plaza, No. 1225 Nanjing West 

Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200040 

021-62577177 

No website 

Cuisine: Modern Teochew 

Wine list by Lu Yang (Top Sommelier Studio), Simon Li 

Wine on list: 276 (6 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 108 - 300 RMB 

 

This is one of the three 'Amazing' restaurants in Shanghai 

which offer 'Neo-Teochew' cuisine matched with mainly 

Champagne and Burgundy. They are all beautifully presented 

lists. This is the most impressive of the three as it goes beyond 

those great wines to offer many of the world's finest from 

countries other than France. The quality of the wines is there 

with prices to match. An impressive array of spirits, too. 

AMAZING CHINESE CUISINE (WAI TAN) 

🍷🍷 

菁禧荟 (外滩店） 

No. S401, 4th Floor, BFC Bund Financial Center, No. 600, 

Zhongshan East 2nd Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200010 

021-62677177 

No website 

Cuisine: Modern Teochew 

Wine list by Lu Yang (Top Sommelier Studio), Simon Li 

Wine on list: 112 (6 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 108 - 480 RMB 

 
This is one of three lists of 'Amazing' restaurants from this 

group in Shanghai which offer 'Neo-Teochew' cuisine. Two of 

them matched the food with only Champagne and Burgundy. 

There's no doubting the quality of the wines though some might 

baulk at the prices. It is an immaculately presented list. 

AMELIA HONG KONG 🍷🍷 
Shop OT G63, Ground Floor, Ocean Terminal, 3-27 Canton 

Rd, Tsim Sha Tsui, Hong Kong (and SAR) - 

56000343 

https://www.facebook.com/ameliahongkong/ 

Cuisine: Spanish 

Wine list by Calvin Choi 

Wine on list: 400 (20 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 75 - 190 HKD 

 
The focus on organic, biodynamic and lo-fi wines is born out in 

the Amelia selection, which features many wines not typically 

seen on HK lists. Plenty of French, Italian & even Australian 

lo-fi favourites here with only an attention to detail and a slight 

shift to fresher whites needed for ultimate success. 



ANISE SHENZHEN 🍷🍷 

茴 
City Square No. 117, 4055 Jiabin Road, Luohu District, 

Shenzhen, Guangdong 518000 

+86 18122056566 

www.anisesz.com 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Thomas Ekstrand, Tank Tan 

Wine on list: 249 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 130 - 720 RMB 

 
Dipping into some of the more contemporary styles from across 

the new an old world, Anise's list is less about trying to be a 

'phone book' of wine, and more about well chosen selections. 

Value is the trump card here - the prices here are excellent 

given the undeniable quality of the wines 

ATTA BJ 🍷 
Ground Floor 83 Jianguo Street, Chaoyang District, Beijing 

100020 

010-59088090 

https://r.xiumi.us/stage/v5/5mqUN/281684014 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Jiawang Cao 

Wine on list: 143 (11 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 85 - 129 RMB 

 

If you are looking for wines made using organic, biodynamic or 

sustainable practices, there is plenty on offer at Atta BJ. There 

is also a substantial number of natural wines. While a number 

of Italian wines are available, in line with the restaurant's 

cuisine, the list is heavily French-focused. Champagne is a 

focus, as is Burgundy. 

THE AUBREY, MANDARIN ORIENTAL 

🍷🍷🍷 
5 Connaught Road, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) . 

+852 2522 0111 

https://www.mandarinoriental.com/en/hong-kong/victoria-

harbour/dine/the-aubrey 

Cuisine: Japanese Izakaya 

Wine list by Marie-Paule Herman, Justin Ng 

Wine on list: 261 (32 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 120 - 340 HKD 

 
All things Japanese are celebrated at The Aubrey – be it the 

food, wine, sake and spirits. It starts with a tight selection of 

Japanese wines – accompanied by a map to give a better 

regional understanding. The list of sake is impressive with the 

featured brewery Nihonshu Oendan given ample room to shine. 

The comprehensive range of Japanese spirits is well explained, 

too. The wine list show the same level of care with cult grower 

Jacques Selosse heading the impressive Champagne list. An 

enticing list of wines ‘by the glass’ is backed by a carefully 

curated list of cornerstone wines from around the world. The 

layout by weight and style rather than region and variety adds 

energy as does the wide-ranging list of spirits. A very 

impressive list that deserves plundering. 

AURORA DISNEYLAND, SHANGHAI 

DISNEYLAND HOTEL 🍷 
No. 1009 West Shendi Road, Pudong District, Shanghai 

201205 

021-20603582 

https://www.shanghaidisneyresort.com/dining/shanghai-

disneyland-hotel/aurora/ 

Cuisine: International with Asian touch 

Wine list by David Guo 

Wine on list: 189 (9 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 68 - 188 RMB 

 
A wholly idiosyncratic wine list, so much so, it is easily one of a 

kind with numerous wines and wineries featured because of a 

connection with Walt Disney or the Disney family. Names such 

as Fess Parker, Frank Family, Skywalker Ranch and 

MacMurray Ranch provide the basis for the wine list before it 

shoots off into more traditional areas. Diners will recognise 

many of names on the main list even if they might need some 

prompting on the Disney-friendly wines. 



AUX BEAUX ARTS, MGM MACAU 🍷🍷🍷 

寶雅座 
Avenida Dr. Sun Yat Sen, Nape, Macau (and SAR) - 

+8538802 2319 

https://www.mgm.mo/en/macau/dining/aux-beaux-arts 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Chris Lam 

Wine on list: 1543 (31 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 400 MOP 

 
A formidable wine list by any reckoning, Aux Beaux Arts offers 

the cream of French wines as its focus. Think Krug, DRC, 

Raveneau, Georges de Vogüe, Mouton-Rothschild, Margaux, 

Lafite, d'Yquem, .etc., and you will find it here, often with 

multiple entries. It is a wine lover's dream listing. But that's not 

all. For the price of a wine by the glass, you can explore not 

only Krug and Lynch-Bages but a bigger world of quality 

wines. It is an exciting start to this list of 1500+ wines. There 

are some real star performances from Portugal and the U.S. All 

up, an exciting list but its wines definitely don't come cheaply. 

AVANT 🍷🍷🍷 
109A, Shennan Circuits Building, OCT East Road, Nanshan 

District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 518000 

+86 18998996444 

https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/Dwb7U_Gdq3RbJycxWN4RHw 

Cuisine: Modernism 

Wine list by Paul Guan, Bobby Lin, Wang Qiran 

Wine on list: 332 (19 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 198 - 668 RMB 

 

Avant takes you on a tour of the world of wine, enticing you 

with an exciting array of varietals and styles from across the 

globe. It is an astute selection with fine wines at all price 

points. At the top end, you will find a Krug spotlight, plus a 

stunning Burgundy collection. Though, there are also plenty of 

more affordable choices, such as German Spätburgunder, a 

diverse selection of Spanish whites, and a good number of local 

Chinese wines. The wine-by-the-glass selection, and two wine 

pairings, are also excellent. It is a sophisticated list that will 

delight any connoisseur. 

AZUR, SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, BEIJING 

🍷🍷🍷 

聚餐厅 

29 Zizhuyuan Road, Haidian District, Beijing 100089 

+86 1068412211 

www.shangri-la.com/beijing/shangrila 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Fred Liu 

Wine on list: 250 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 98 - 288 RMB 

 
This is the place to go if you are itching for - and can afford - 

some of the very best wine names in the wine world. They spill 

forth like jewels: Margaux, Jaboulet, Gaja, Antinori, Haut 

Brion and more. There is plenty to take in on this colourfully 

presented wine list which looks to both the Old and New 

Worlds of wine. The focus is on well-aged wines and classic 

grape varieties. The list of Chinese wines, particularly red, are 

well worth searching out. 

BAO LI XUAN, BULGARI HOTEL SHANGHAI 

🍷🍷🍷 

宝丽轩 

Lane 108 North Shanxi Road, Shanghai, 200085 

(86) 21 3606 7788 

www.bulgarihotels.com 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Adrian Zhang 

Wine on list: 330 (22 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 150 - 510 RMB 

 
A confident world list of wines that truly excites. From top 

grower Champagnes and intriguing white and red wines with 

an emphasis on regional styles from right across Italy and 

France, to some exotic support acts from places such as 

Corsica, Switzerland and stars of the orange wine world, 

there's a lot to explore, discover and enjoy. And, of course, in a 

restaurant boasting Cantonese cuisine the list of Chinese wines 

is essential reading. Finish with one of the many whiskies listed 

and a top meal is assured. 



BEIJING HONG KONG JOCKEY CLUB 🍷 

京华阁/北京香港马会会所 

No.68 Jinbao Street, Dongcheng District, Beijing 100005 

(86 10) 5911 8888 

www.beijingclubhouse.com 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Captain Wang 

Wine on list: 100 (100 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 88 - 188 RMB 

 
There is an impressive collection of aged wines in this 

Eurocentric list. If you are looking for a cellared bottle of 

Bordeaux, there are some real gems to be found. However, 

vintage is the essential factor to keep top of mind when 

choosing any wine from this list. 

BISTRO WANG 🍷 
Shimao 52+ mini mall,L501, Wuyi Road & Jianxiang Roads., 

Changsha, Hunan 410000 

0731-82020892 

https://www.diningcity.cn/en/changsha/bistro_wang 

Cuisine: Western Restaurant 

Wine list by Li Yunmeng 

Wine on list: 99 (11 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 60 - 90 RMB 

 

A well-judged wine list that caters for those who wish to pay a 

modest, fair price for a wine of quality. The sommelier has 

roamed the international wine map and picked good, solid wine 

names such as Chateau Ste, Michelle, Josmeyer, Egon Muller, 

Vinã Casablanca, Yalumba, Bouchard and more to provide 

interest. Prices are fair and good drinking is assured. 

BLOSSOM PALACES CHEF 🍷🍷 

花悦庭CHEF·私厨店 
3/F Central Tower, 5 Xiancun Road, Zhujiang New Town, 

Tianhe District, Guangzhou, Guangdong 510623 

86-20-89811964 

No website 

Cuisine: Zhe Style Chinese 

Wine list by Corinne Mui, Lucas Liang 

Wine on list: 145 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 58 - 98 RMB 

 
One of the key elements of this impressive, well-presented list is 

its carefully compiled wine suggestions for the signature 

dishes; there are three suggestions of varying prices for each of 

the nine dishes. While the list is Euro-focused, it is great to see 

the inclusion of fifteen Chinese wines plus some well-chosen 

new-world inclusions. There is also a good selection of Baijiu 

and Sake. The curated nature is the real strength of this modern 

wine list, and the sommeliers are to be congratulated for their 

fresh, innovative approach. 

BRASSERIE, THE PARISIAN MACAO 🍷🍷🍷 

巴黎人法式餐厅 

The Parisian Macao, Estrada do Istmo, Lote 3, Cotai, Macau 

(and SAR) . 

+853 8118 8822 

https://www.parisianmacao.com/macau-

restaurants/brasserie.html 

Cuisine: French brasserie 

Wine list by Mr Jack Lin 

Wine on list: 430 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 140 MOP 

 
An extensive, wide-ranging and well compiled list. Impressive 

attention to mature wines and older vintages is evident 

throughout. While the list dips into regions around the globe, 

many only have one or two options. Fear not, they are 

thoughtful and represent quality. An enviable list of top, mature 

Bordeaux, well backed by Italians, especially. 



BREAD STREET KITCHEN & BAR | 

GORDON RAMSAY, ATLANTIS SANYA 🍷🍷 
36 North Haitang Road, Haitang Bay, Sanya, Hainan 572000 

(86)089888986666 

https://www.atlantissanya.cn/restaurants-and-bars/bread-street-

kitchen-and-bar 

Cuisine: British and Mediterranean 

Wine list by Aaron Ao 

Wine on list: 350 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 98 - 238 RMB 

 
Since 2018 when it was founded, Bread Street has been 

working to improve its selection of wines. This year the number 

of wines listed - 350 - increases significantly and there is a 

greater depth of wines to explore, in particular, French and 

Italian wines. Many diners will enjoy the selection of wines by 

the glass, which has increased in number, too, with some must-

try names such as Chateau Musar, J.J. Prüm, Alvaro Palacios 

and Chateau D'Yquem. This is a top list but expect equally top 

prices. 

BRUT EATERY HUANGPU 🍷 

悦璞食堂 
G-03 The Roof, 458 Madang Road, Huangpu District, 

Shanghai 200025 

021-63295787 

https://www.smartshanghai.com/venue/24900/brut_eatery_win

e_bar_restaurant_madang_lu 

Cuisine: Fusion 

Wine list by Luna Zhong 

Wine on list: 221 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 50 - 75 RMB 

 

The Brut Eatery wine list is well suited to the menu and the 

venue with its innovative structure adding pizzazz. Order, 

Chaos, Nature and Premier are the categories with each group 

split between Old World and New World offerings. The Order 

selection is built on the classics while new wave and alternative 

varieties bring an edge to the Chaos section. Prices are 

moderate with good value for the keen eyed. 

BRUT EATERY XUHUI 🍷 

悦璞食堂 
No.238 Zhao Jia Bang Road, Shanghai, 200032 

021-64086783 

No website 

Cuisine: Fusion 

Wine list by Luna Zhong 

Wine on list: 62 (5 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 45 - 50 RMB 

 
The Brut Xuhui wine list is short and snappy with a smattering 

of benchmark and failsafe wines from across the vinous globe. 

CAFÉ BELLAGIO, BELLAGIO BY MGM 

SHANGHAI 🍷 
No. 188 Beisuzhou Road, Hongkou District, Shanghai 200080 

021 3680 6777 

https://www.bellagioshanghai.com/en/dining/index.jspx 

Cuisine: Casual dining 

Wine list by Kerry Qin 

Wine on list: 10 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 98 - 228 RMB 

 
A short, sharp list of benchmark wines, well suited to this 

casual venue 



CAFE GRAY DELUXE, THE MIDDLE HOUSE 

🍷🍷🍷 
366 Shimen Yi Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200041 

+86 21 3216 8088 

https://www.thehousecollective.com/en/the-middle-

house/restaurants-and-bars/cafe-gray-deluxe/ 

Cuisine: Modern European 

Wine list by James Teng 

Wine on list: 444 (23 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 70 - 498 RMB 

 
Café Grey continues to show the thoughtfulness and class that 

it exhibited in 2019 when it gained its place in the Hall of Fame 

by winning the Mainland China award. The list probes to all 

the corners of the globe showing legendary wines alongside up-

and-coming stars. There is an extensive list by the glass, given 

additional gravitas thanks to Coravin. The feature on the wines 

of China is informative and offers a terrific range of the local 

drops. The selection from France is thoughtfully extensive and 

there are discoveries galore throughout the list. 

CALYPSO, JINGAN SHANGRI-LA HOTEL 

🍷🍷 
1218 Middle Yan’an Road, Jing An Kerry Centre on West 

Nanjing Road, Shanghai, 200020 

+86 21 22038888 

https://www.shangri-la.com/en/shanghai/jinganshangrila/ 

Cuisine: Mediterranean 

Wine list by King Wang 

Wine on list: 320 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 70 - 160 RMB 

 

Calypso in name but definitely Mediterranean in cuisine and in 

its wine offerings. The list here looks mainly to those 

Mediterranean names with the runs on the board, including big 

guns such as Antinori, Rousseau, Graillot, Roulet, Torres and 

more. Some of the best value wines can be found by the glass 

and the carafe, which also take in New World producers such 

as Greywacke, Ata Rangi and Hamilton Russell. 

CANGYUE, HYATT REGENCY BEIJING 

WANGJING 🍷🍷 

藏悦 
Lei Shing Hong Center, 8 Guangshun South Street, Chaoyang 

District, Beijing 100102 

(010)86301266 

https://www.hyatt.com/zh-CN/hotel/china/hyatt-regency-

beijing-wangjing/nayrw 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Hannah Liu 

Wine on list: 181 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 70 - 125 RMB 

 
Unusually for a member of the Shangri-La hotel group, this is a 

relatively small wine list of just 83 wines. It's trimmed down in 

number but some of the signature wines usually found on the 

group's wine lists - the drool-worthy listing of DRC and 

Bordeaux big names - remain. Diners get a succinct view of the 

world of wine, with a quick dip into the major producing 

countries with a focus on France. Prices are reasonable for the 

most part. 

THE CANNERY 🍷🍷 

罐头工厂 

Room 106-107, Building 9, No. 1107, Yuyuan Road, Jiangsu 

Street, Changning District, Shanghai 200050 

+8602152760599 

http://www.musegroup.cn 

Cuisine: West coast style 

Wine list by Jerica Wei 

Wine on list: 88 (9 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 70 - 100 RMB 

 
A refreshing, modern wine list that embraces both emerging 

wine producers and familiar names to present an exciting 

range of styles whether it be Pét Nats, orange/amber wines, 

skin contact, natural, organic or biodynamic. The emphasis is 

on youthful whites catering especially to seafood, reds from 

small family producers from far and wide inclosing the Czech 

Republic, South Africa and Georgia and a serious collection of 

orange/amber wines and rosés. This list both challenges and 

excites. 



CANTON DISCO, SHANGHAI EDITION 

🍷🍷🍷 
2nd Floor Heritage Building, No.199, Nanjing East Road, 

Huangpu District, Shanghai 200002 

+86 021 5368 9521 

https://www.editionhotels.com/shanghai/restaurants-and-

bars/canton-disco/ 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Howard Sheng 

Wine on list: 334 (21 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 108 - 1088 RMB 

 
Enormous attention has been paid to the offerings by the glass, 

which is always a good sign. Any doubts as to how good this 

list is are immediately put to rest by a fine array of 

champagnes. Very much a French-first list with many great 

names but plenty of other options if preferred. A fine knowledge 

of vintages is evident with the mature wines available. An 

excellent list. 

CANTON TABLE 🍷 
No.3 The Bund 5th Floor 3 Zhong Shan Dong Yi Road, 

Huangpu District, Shanghai 200002 

+86 21 6321 3737 

www.threeonthebund.com 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Richard Law 

Wine on list: 202 (9 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 58 - 118 RMB 

 

Canton Table has a international list that takes in many of the 

world's most important wine regions although its primary focus 

is on France. China is quite well represented, especially with 

its reds. Prices are fair with the list's focus being on interesting 

wines that are available for a reasonable prices. There are, of 

course, plenty of opportunities to splurge. 

CASA DON ALFONSO, GRAND LISBOA 

HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷 

當奧豐素1890意式料理 
3/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel, Avenida de Lisboa, Macau, Macau 

(and SAR) - 

+853 8803 7722 

https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/dining/casa-don-alfonso 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Paul Lo 

Wine on list: 0 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 200 MOP 

 
When you can enjoy the 1977 Taylors Vintage Port from the 

‘by the glass’ selection, you just know that this will be a special 

list. This is the ultimate ‘telephone booklist, and I mean that in 

its most complimentary. A truly extraordinary collection of 

great wines from the finest producers and greatest regions 

dating back sometimes centuries. Bravo! 

CENTRO, KERRY HOTEL, BEIJING 🍷🍷 
1 Guanghua Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020 

010-8565 2938 

https://www.shangri-la.com/cn/beijing/kerry/ 

Cuisine: Mediterranean 

Wine list by Jacobs Zhang 

Wine on list: 82 (38 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 88 - 498 RMB 

 
An international wine list that clearly caters to an international 

clientele. Plenty of big name stars from across Europe and 

beyond feature here from Biondi Santi, Chateau Angelus, 

Chateau Palmer, Au Bon Climat, to Dr. Loosen and more. 

Listed by theme, pick one and dive in: Fresh and Crisp, 

Flavoursome and Full, Refined and Elegant, etc. Or choose 

from one of the many wines by the glass. The list takes its 

cocktail and spirit sections very seriously, making it a good 

place to start. 



CHAO WAI YUE YAN (ORIENTAL PLAZA) 

🍷🍷 

朝外粤宴 东方店 

Store GG17, Ground Floor, Oriental Xintiandi Shopping Mall, 

1 East Chang 'an Avenue, Dongcheng District, Beijing 100006 

010-52171886 

No website 

Cuisine: Guangdong 

Wine list by Meiyu Li 

Wine on list: 82 (3 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 88 - 128 RMB 

 
Wine lists don't have to be large to deserve high praise, and 

this carefully crafted list at Chao Wai Yue Yan demonstrates 

this fact perfectly. It is a small, well-formed list showcasing 

quality producers from around the globe. The pricing in the 

main list is extremely fair; however, for those wanting to 

upgrade, there's also a curated 'Connoisseurs Collection' of 

rare, memorable wines. The by-the-glass listing is small, 

though it highlights some quality half bottles as an alternative. 

And for those looking for Baijiu and Huangjiu, a small set of 

aged bottles is available. 

CHAR BAR & GRILL GUANGZHOU, 

INTERCONTINENTAL GUANGZHOU 

EXHIBITION CENTER 🍷 
No. 828, Yuejiang Middle Road, Haizhu District, Guangzhou, 

Guangdong 510308 

89228888 

https://www.ihg.com/intercontinental/hotels/us/en/guangzhou/c

anec/hoteldetail 

Cuisine: Steakhouse 

Wine list by Ronnie Hu 

Wine on list: 92 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 88 - 128 RMB 

 

Founded in 2018, Char has managed to build up a cellar of top 

international wine names in a relatively short time to spruik 

under its Legendary Selections category. It's an impressive 

start to a wine list built around Char's steakhouse menu. An 

international selection of red wines is certainly the focus here. 

Try the indigenous grapes listed under "Others" or the 

excellent array of "Blends" from France, Italy, Spain and 

beyond. They offer real interest. 

CHARCOAL PLAYER BY JUNJIE 🍷🍷 
Room 03, floor 5, No. 523, Huaihai Middle Road, Huangpu 

District, Shanghai 200001 

18721260594 

https://www.thatsmags.com/shanghai/post/34008/splurge-

worthy-sets-sangou-charcoal-player-kaisha 

Cuisine: Creative dishes 

Wine list by Kiven Hua 

Wine on list: 51 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 148 - 358 RMB 

 
A well-compiled list with plenty of options for wine lovers, 

intermingled with much loved and world famous producers – so 

look to JJ Prum, Pyramid Valley, Aldo Conterno, Alain 

Burguet, Arakua, Au Bon Climat and more. There is also an 

intriguing collection of Chinese wines if drinking locally is the 

preference. 

CHATEAU DIONNE 🍷🍷 

红酒西餐厅 

486 Jianguo West Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200030 

02164338806 

https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g308272-

d11657950-Reviews-Chateau_Dionne-Shanghai.html 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Liu Fupeng 

Wine on list: 205 (11 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 88 - 428 RMB 

 
From Etna Bianco to the heights of Argentine Malbec, the 

Chateau Dionne selection is packed with surprises all the way 

through to the solid tequila assortment. Prices are considered, 

with affordable by the glass options that veer away from the 

usual Bordeaux and Burgundy, with a notable swathe of new 

world favourites to choose from. 



CHIADO, THE LONDONER MACAO 🍷🍷 

希雅度葡国餐厅 

The Londoner Macao, Estrada do lstmo. s/n, Cotai, Macau (and 

SAR) . 

+853 8118 8822 

https://www.londonermacao.com/macau-

restaurants/chiado.html 

Cuisine: Portuguese 

Wine list by Ms Andy Liu 

Wine on list: 550 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 48 - 108 MOP 

 
The list offers a wonderful exploration of the wines of Portugal, 

well supported by thoughtful selections from France, especially 

the top wines from Bordeaux, Spain, Italy and neighbours. 

Numerous excellent options from Champagne to kick off and 

the spirits and fortifieds will make the harshest critic happy. 

CHÚN, MGM COTAI 🍷🍷🍷 

淳 
Avenida da Nave Desportiva, Coloane-Taipa GM, Cotai, 

Macau (and SAR) - 

+8538806 2388 

https://www.mgm.mo/en/cotai/dining/chun 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Andy Tam 

Wine on list: 1236 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 90 - 250 MOP 

 

A well-recognised and thoughtfully constructed list with great 

names abounding – plenty of DRC, Coche Dury, Chave, Dujac, 

de Vogue and more – but plenty of appealing left field options 

as well. An enviable offering of aged Bordeaux from the very 

finest producers and mature Burgundy. An exemplary list. 

CHURCHILL’S TABLE, THE LONDONER 

MACAO 🍷🍷🍷 

丘吉尔餐厅 

Estrada do lstmo. s/n, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) . 

+853 8118 8822 

https://www.londonermacao.com/macau-restaurants/churchills-

table.html 

Cuisine: Mediterranean lunch & dinner and a Dessert Tasting 

Journey 

Wine list by Ms Andy Liu 

Wine on list: 550 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 75 - 110 MOP 

 
An extensive list covering the top regions around the world 

with a smattering of good choices from far and wide. Despite 

the wide range, wine lovers will be happily comfortable with a 

great many of the names being famous in wine households. The 

wines from Portugal are a delightful highlight but, not 

surprisingly, France rules. 

CICADA BY SONG 🍷🍷🍷 

宋·湘 
South Gate of Guangyue Tiandi, Haifeng Road, Zhujiang New 

Town, Guangzhou, Guangdong 510627 

+020 83333387 

No website 

Cuisine: Hunan 

Wine list by Powell Xue 

Wine on list: 516 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 88 - 238 RMB 

 
The wine list at Cicada certainly has the 'wow' factor. Firstly, it 

is hard to go past the glittering selection of Champagnes; there 

are over fifty on offer ranging from fashionable grower 

Champagnes to rare vintage bottles. Then there are the 

extraordinary Bordeaux and Burgundy collections, including 

back vintages of great labels. Though even at the more 

accessible end of the list, interesting wines are still to be found. 

And if you wish to sit back and enjoy the ride by avoiding 

decisions, two wine pairings are available. 



CLUB EMMELYN 🍷🍷🍷 
No. 101, Kingold Century,  

No. 62, Jinsui Road,  

Zhujiang New Town, 

Tianhe District, Guangzhou, Guangdong 510000 

18811848277 

http://WWW.clubemmelyn.com 

Cuisine: Contemporary European 

Wine list by Sean Chen, Martin Luo 

Wine on list: 561 (34 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 360 RMB 

Best Wine List - Southern China 

Best Club List 

 
Club Emmelyn burst on to the scene in 2020 and immediately 

made an impact. It continues to impress with its fresh, 

contemporary take on the world of wine, choosing to showcase 

both the classic and new and emerging stars and styles, 

including orange wines and a range of exciting rosé, gamay 

and light dry reds. But that's definitely not all there is to enjoy 

here. Your first stop should be at wines by the glass and 

offerings that include a smart Condrieu, a stunning Chateau 

Musar and Vieux Telegraph and a cracker Austrian 

beerenauslese. There are many highlights here with 

Champagne/sparkling wine and a comprehensive array of 

French whites and Italian reds being among them. 

CO- RESTAURANT 🍷🍷 
XZ32-1-19, Eastern Suburb Memory, No.4 South Jianshe 

Road, Chenghua District, Chengdu, Sichuan 610000 

19102879730 

https://winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by N/A 

Wine on list: 51 (6 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 68 - 68 RMB 

 

A very particular selection highlighting the great lofi and 

natural wines of the world, with a emphasis on no added sulfite 

wines. This is a list to challenge, made up of obscure, but great, 

micro European producers making highly unique, often 

esoteric wines. This is brave and applaudable, with choices 

that match the cuisine and intent perfectly. 

CONNECTIONS LOBBY BAR 🍷 

HANGZHOU INTERCONTINETAL 
No.2 East jiefang Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310016 

(0571)-8981 0311 

https://www.ihg.com/intercontinental/hotels/us/en/hangzhou/hg

hha/hoteldetail 

Cuisine: Western Food 

Wine list by Zhu Jingwen 

Wine on list: 61 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 58 - 68 RMB 

 
A list which is brimming with famous names and great 

producers from legendary regions. Dom Pérignon, Lafite, 

Craggy Range, Donnhoff, Latour and more. They are 

interspersed with emerging producers of the future. A fine 

collection of cocktails and spirits rounds off the list. 

COPA STEAKHOUSE, SANDS MACAO 🍷🍷🍷 

高雅扒房 
Sands Macao Hotel, Largo de Monte Carlo, No.203, Macau, 

Macau (and SAR) . 

+853 8118 8822 

https://www.sandsmacao.com/dining/fine-dining/copa-

steakhouse.html 

Cuisine: Steakhouse 

Wine list by Mr Dennis Coronado 

Wine on list: 396 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 245 MOP 

 
A carefully curated list where the focus has been very much on 

covering all regions around the globe and cherry-picking a few 

of the finest producers from each. The exception is great 

Bordeaux, which is much more extensive and where they have 

also sourced wines from some of the very best vintages. A full 

supporting cast. 



COQUILLE SEAFOOD BISTRO 🍷🍷 

壳里西餐厅 

No.29 Rd. MengZi, Huang Pu District, Shanghai, Shanghai, 

200000 

13564440416 

http://www.coquille.com.cn/zh/ 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by James Liu 

Wine on list: 123 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 78 - 1188 RMB 

 
The Coquille wine list celebrates all things French with a tight, 

carefully curated listing of benchmark wines. Champagne is 

well covered with a mix of Grande Marque and Grower 

Champagnes with a similarly thoughtful selection of Burgundy 

and Bordeaux. The ‘rest of the world’ is covered succinctly 

with a solid ‘by the glass’ list rounding things out. The top 

echelon wines are served via Coravin. 

CUI RESTAURANT 🍷 

翠玲珑CUI美学艺术餐厅 

669 Wanxiang South Road, Chengdu, Sichuan 610000 

028-86118888 

https://www.trip.com/travel-guide/foods/chengdu-104-

restaurant/cui-37010552/ 

Cuisine: New Style Sichuan 

Wine list by Allen Fu 

Wine on list: 200 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 48 - 300 RMB 

 

This is an international list with a strong focus on France, 

interesting wines from other parts of Europe - including a 

fascinating section on native Italian varieties, some interesting 

orange wines, and reasonable coverage of the USA and 

Australasia. The list by the glass is smaller than one might 

expect given the use of Coravin. 

DIM SUM SOCIETY - YI LONG 🍷🍷 

壹笼 

5th Floor, Donghu Road 20, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200031 

021-54893336 

https://www.brandworks.co/yi-long 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Felix Zhang, Jason Xu 

Wine on list: 0 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 78 - 298 RMB 

 
A tight list, including selections by the glass, which offers the 

option of some special wines under Coravin. As well as the 

usual suspects, there is a special selection of biodynamic 

offerings as well as natural and orange wines. Just the sort of 

list a wine lover will enjoy delving into, finding some gems. 

DIN YUE JI PIN 🍷🍷🍷 

頂粵吉品 

No. 228, Shizheng S. 1st Rd., Xitun District, Taichung, Taiwan 

407028 

886-4-22534688 

https://www.facebook.com/dyjipin/ 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Lin Chang 

Wine on list: 560 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 300 - 1350 RMB 

Best Wine List - Taiwan 

 
Din Yue Pin shows the way to others in Taiwan with an in-

depth list of classics from around the world. It begins with a 

substantial range by the glass thanks to Coravin. While Europe 

dominates the listing, there's room for Australasia, too. It's 

delightful to see more than a dozen wines from the local 

Weightstone Vineyard and some Taiwan spirits beginning the 

list. Fans of sake will be pleased to see a substantial section 

devoted to impressive Japanese examples of the spirit. The bulk 

of the list highlights France with Bordeaux and Burgundy 

dominating. Illustrious names like Chateau Rayas, Screaming 

Eagle, Opus One, Hill of Grace and Penfold's Grange are 

featured yet there's room for plenty of desirable wineries 

among the extensive listings. Orange wines and other new wave 

wines will also attract attention of their fans. 



DUKE'S, THE LANGHAM, SHENZHEN 🍷🍷🍷 

爵廊 
7888 Shennan Boulevard, Futian District, Shenzhen, 

Guangdong 518040 

(86)755 8828 9888 

https://www.langhamhotels.com/en/the-langham/shenzhen/ 

Cuisine: Grill 

Wine list by Julia Zhu 

Wine on list: 368 (22 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 75 - 220 RMB 

 
Duke's has long been one of the pillars of the Chinese 

hospitality industry. The international list by the glass is 

impressive as is its collection of champagne and sparkling 

wines. There are quality wines from all parts of the globe, 

including fair representation for China. The range of different 

varietals (both white and red) offered will please the 

adventurous. Many will delight in the imaginative cocktails on 

offer at Duke's. 

THE EIGHT, GRAND LISBOA HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷 

8餐廳 
2/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel, Avenida de Lisboa, Macau, Macau 

(and SAR) - 

+853 8803 7788 

https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/dining/the-8 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Paul Lo 

Wine on list: 0 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 140 - 380 MOP 

 

When you can enjoy the 1977 Taylors Vintage Port from the 

‘by the glass’ selection, you just know that this will be a special 

list. This is the ultimate ‘telephone booklist, and I mean that in 

its most complimentary. A truly extraordinary collection of 

great wines from the finest producers and greatest regions 

dating back sometimes centuries. Bravo! 

ENSUE SHENZHEN 🍷🍷🍷 
40F, No.4088 Yitian Road, Futian District, Shenzhen, 

Guangdong 518000 

18823437333 

http://www.ensue-sz.com/ 

Cuisine: New Napa 

Wine list by Della Tang, Danni Wang 

Wine on list: 650 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 248 - 2640 RMB 

 
Icons abound with this encyclopaedic wine list with its strong 

focus on France. The Champagne list stands out as one of the 

most comprehensive in China with (white and red) Burgundy 

and Californian wines given equal sway. Mini-verticals from 

top shelf producers abound with a smattering of wines from 

obscure winegrowing countries such as Lebanon, Uruguay and 

the Czech Republic. You won’t go thirsty at Ensue. 

FIFTY 8⁰ GRILL, MANDARIN ORIENTAL 

PUDONG SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷 

58℃ 扒房 
No.111 Pudong Road (S), Pudong District, Shanghai 200120 

021 20829888 

https://www.mandarinoriental.com/shanghai/pudong/luxury-

hotel 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Kevin Chan 

Wine on list: 387 (19 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 168 RMB 

 
This bright, spacious restaurant featuring an abundance of 

natural light is situated in the Mandarin Oriental in Shanghai's 

Pudong. It's 'by the glass' listing offers good choice from 

around the world. The theme continues with its selection by the 

bottle. Here the focus is on offering a broad range. 

Consequently, there's non-vintage champagne as well as blanc 

de blancs and blanc de noirs and the same categories with 

vintage bubbly and vintage and non-vintage rosé. There are 

both non-vintage and vintage sparkling wines including two 

from China. So the selection offers a perspective that is wide-

ranging and provides a comprehensive view of the world of 

wine, including about a dozen Chinese reds. 



FIREBIRD 🍷 

火鸟现代法式炭火料理 

219, 2nd floor, Block A, Renhe New Town, Chenghan South 

Road, Wuhou District, Chengdu, Sichuan 610095 

028-83208998 

https://chengdu-expat.com/places/firebird-modern-french-grill-

restaurant/ 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Enoch Zhang 

Wine on list: 77 (9 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 48 - 88 RMB 

 
It has a small list by the glass which offers some good quality 

international wines at modest prices. By the bottle, it offers a 

good sprinkling around France and other parts of Europe as 

well as some good value wines from other areas of the world. 

There are plenty of spirits and other drinks so that patrons can 

round out the evening in style. 

THE FLYING CATCH, SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, 

QINGDAO 🍷🍷 

鱼跃地中海餐厅 

No.9 Xianggang Middle Road, Qingdao, Shandong 266000 

+86 532 83883838 

https://www.shangri-

la.com/qingdao/shangrila/dining/restaurants/the-flying-catch/ 

Cuisine: Mediterranean Style 

Wine list by Jennifer Yu 

Wine on list: 83 (9 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 58 - 128 RMB 

 

A trimmed down, cherry-picked selection of just 83 wines from 

the vast Shangri-La cellar. It's easy to dip into and out of with a 

smart collection of cocktails, beers and spirits in keeping with 

the relaxed Mediterranean food theme to begin. From there, 

the diner can move into some well-priced summery, bright 

white wines and savoury reds from France, Spain, Italy and 

Portugal. 

FRASCA BEIJING, THE OPPOSITE HOUSE 

🍷🍷 
Taikoo Li Sanlitun North, No. 11 Sanlitun Road, Chaoyang 

District, Beijing 100027 

+8610 6410 5210 

https://www.thehousecollective.com/sc/the-opposite-

house/restaurants-and-bars/frasca/ 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Jessica Capriotti 

Wine on list: 68 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 80 - 640 RMB 

 
An exclusively Italian wine list that is in perfect harmony with 

the cuisine; you can start your meal with a layered 

Franciacorta or end with a nutty vin santo. Wines are neatly 

organised by region, making it easy to find the style you want, 

and the price range is broad, which means there is a wine for 

every budget. The by-the-glass listing is excellent, with around 

fifteen wines to choose from, and the finest wines are served via 

Coravin to preserve freshness. 

FRASCA SHANGHAI, THE MIDDLE HOUSE 

🍷🍷🍷 
366 Shimen Yi Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200041 

+86 21 3216 8168 

https://www.thehousecollective.com/en/the-middle-

house/restaurants-and-bars/frasca/ 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by James Teng 

Wine on list: 155 (26 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 95 - 515 RMB 

Best Wines by the Glass List 

 
Frasca is one of the Middle House's Shanghai restaurants, so 

you can be sure that what it offers is different from their other 

venues. The list is beautifully presented and stays true to the 

restaurant's Italian theme. It cleverly expands its offerings by 

the glass - to both 75 and 150ml - for wines under Coravin. 

Most parts of the country and their wine styles are available on 

this listing. It's a sumptuous offering of Italian bubbly; some 

specialties of Mt Etna; the delicious varieties _ falanghina, 

vermentino, friulano; the delights of Piedmont and Tuscany, 

Barolo and Barbaresco; and heaps more. Sicily is as close as 

they get to overseas. 



FUMÉE 🍷🍷 
L303, Hanking Center, No.9968 Shennan Avenue, Nanshan 

district, Shenzhen, Guangdong 510000 

19129317184 

No website 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Alan Zhong, Ivan Ye 

Wine on list: 189 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 108 - 360 RMB 

 
A thoughtful, high-quality list with great diversity in its 

offering. Although it does focus on the wines of France, in line 

with the cuisine, it also offers a thoughtful selection of wines 

from key regions around the globe. The list has many 

highlights, including two wine pairings, an excellent selection 

of Champagne and a global focus on the noble grape pinot 

noir. It is also great to see a quality selection of premium 

Chinese wines. 

G RESTAURANT AND BAR, GRAND HYATT 

GUANGZHOU 🍷🍷 

G餐厅&酒吧 

No. 12, Zhujiang West Road, Xiancun Street, Guangzhou, 

Guangdong 510000 

020-83961234 

https://www.hyatt.com/zh-CN/hotel/china/grand-hyatt-

guangzhou/guagh 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Benson Wang 

Wine on list: 176 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 55 - 150 RMB 

 

The list by the glass sets the scene admirably. Firstly, there are 

three champagnes from different houses, a local bubbly from 

Ningxia and a budget-priced fizz from Australia. The range 

with both whites and reds offers some top quality wines and a 

good choice of bargains. By the bottle, the list of wines from 

around the world should be similarly satisfying. France and 

China impress here. 

GEM GARDEN 🍷🍷🍷 

珍庭 
1-2/F,L239,East Area,One Avenue 2005,Shenzhen Road, 

Futian District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 518033 

0755-83266885 

http://www.thatsmags.com/shenzhen/directory/1798169/gem-

garden 

Cuisine: Chinese / Chao Shan 

Wine list by Arneis Wu 

Wine on list: 220 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 88 - 256 RMB 

 
This high-end restaurant has an impressive wine list in 

harmony with the Chaozhou cuisine. Utmost care has been 

taken to list wines from producers of the highest quality and 

regard. Attention to detail is evident from the vintages listed to 

Coravin being used for all the wines by the glass. The list has a 

European focus, and mention must be made of the sublime 

Burgundy selection. For those that enjoy whisky, there is an 

excellent selection from Japan and Scotland. 

GIADA GARDEN, CHINA WORLD HOTEL 

🍷🍷 

迦达花园餐厅 

3F, No.1 Jian Guo Men Wai Avenue, Chaoyang District, 

Beijing 100020 

086-186 7671 3298 

https://www.shangri-la.com/en/beijing/chinaworld/ 

Cuisine: Traditional Italian 

Wine list by Lily Jing 

Wine on list: 100 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 98 - 288 RMB 

 
Immerse yourself in the regions of Italy with this thoughtful, 

balanced wine list. The selection perfectly harmonises with the 

modern Italian cuisine served at Giada, a restaurant where 

fashion meets flavour. You can journey through the regions, 

starting with some Franciacorta from Lombardy, followed by 

arneis from Piedmont and finishing with nero d'avola from 

Sicily. Coravin is used on premium wines by the glass, and 

there is an excellent selection of whiskies, brandies and 

grappas to end. 



GINGER'S KITCHEN, CROWNE PLAZA 

CHONGQING JIEFANGBEI 🍷 

姜厨房 
No.101,Minzu Road, Yuzhong District, Chongqing 400010 

(86)23 8906 6888 

https://www.ihg.com/crowneplaza/hotels/gb/en/chongqing/chg

ha/hoteldetail 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Michael She 

Wine on list: 50 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 38 - 68 RMB 

 
Ginger's Kitchen has a small list, focusing on decent-quality, 

budget-priced wines by the glass while the rest of the list offers 

a few of the world's greatest alongside more modestly-priced 

wines from around the globe. Cocktails, spirits and beers add 

variety to the restaurant's offering. 

GOLDEN COURT, SANDS MACAO 🍷🍷🍷 

金沙阁 

Sands Macao Hotel, Largo de Monte Carlo, No.203, Macau, 

Macau (and SAR) . 

+853 8118 8822 

https://www.sandsmacao.com/dining/fine-dining/golden-

court.html 

Cuisine: Contemporary Cantonese 

Wine list by Dennis Coronado 

Wine on list: 396 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 245 MOP 

 

A carefully curated list where the focus has been very much on 

covering all regions around the globe and cherry-picking a few 

of the finest producers from each. The exception is great 

Bordeaux, which is much more extensive and where they have 

also sourced wines from some of the very best vintages. A full 

supporting cast. 

GRAND BOAT (JULU RD) 🍷🍷 

廣舟 (巨鹿路店) 
No. 168 Julu Rd, Shanghai, 200020 

021-33685891 

https://www.diningcity.cn/en/shanghai/the_grand_boat_tlyf 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Yang Lu 

Wine on list: 164 (5 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 158 - 328 RMB 

 
Who wouldn’t love the concept of an abalone and wine 

matching menu! While the list is littered with great names and 

heavy hitters, there are also some emerging and intriguing 

options and value finds. A fine array of spirits, sake and 

Chinese bai jiu, as well as teas, complete an excellent list. 

GRAND BOAT (PUDONG SHANGRI-LA) 🍷🍷 

廣舟（浦东香格里拉店） 

No 33 FuCheng Rd, 2nd Floor, the River Wing of Pudong 

Shangri-La, Shanghai, 200120 

021-68888691 

https://www.diningcity.cn/en/Shanghai/the_grand_boat_qhpj 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Yang Lu 

Wine on list: 114 (4 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 158 - 328 RMB 

 
Who wouldn’t love the concept of an abalone and wine 

matching menu! While the list is littered with great names and 

heavy hitters, there are also some emerging and intriguing 

options and value finds. A fine array of spirits, sake and 

Chinese bai jiu, as well as teas, complete an excellent list. 



THE GRAND BUFFET 🍷🍷 

自助山 
62/F Hopewell Centre, 183 Queen's Road East, Wan Chai, 

Hong Kong (and SAR) - 

25060888 

http://thegrandbuffet.hk 

Cuisine: International Buffet 

Wine list by Henry Chang, Jeffery Leung 

Wine on list: 350 (60 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 60 - 485 HKD 

 
This is a substantial international list, strong in reds, and  with 

the great wines of the world well-represented. High prices, 

therefore not unreasonably, tend to dominate. There is a small 

'by the glass' list which has half a dozen wines of good quality. 

GRAND HYATT STEAKHOUSE, GRAND 

HYATT HANGZHOU 🍷🍷 

君悦牛排馆 

No. 28 Hubin Road, Shangcheng district, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 

310000 

0571-87791234 

https://www.hyatt.com/zh-CN/hotel/china/grand-hyatt-

hangzhou/hangz 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Amber Jiao 

Wine on list: 54 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 88 - 158 RMB 

 

The compact collection at this Grand Hyatt Steakhouse begins 

with sizeable and well-priced 'by the glass' list almost 

exclusively from France and Italy. The rest of the wine list 

features whites and reds from many corners of the globe. Of 

note, are half a dozen reds under the label Steak Favourite - 

quality reds at a wide range of prices - and a Champagne 

Collection of high-end bubbly of rare quality. 

GRANGE GRILL BEIJING, THE WESTIN 

BEIJING CHAOYANG 🍷 

威斯汀扒房 
No.7 East 3rd Ring North Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 

100027 

010-59228734 

http://westinjinmaobeijing.com.cn/ 

Cuisine: American steak house 

Wine list by Jimmy Xiong 

Wine on list: 72 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 78 - 198 RMB 

 
With a solid selection by the glass, this list is driven by well 

known brands with a notable push to the new world. More 

diversity between emerging vs classic labels would further 

enhance the reputation, but there is appeal for every drinker 

GRILL 58, MGM COTAI 🍷🍷🍷 

盛焰 
Avenida da Nave Desportiva, Coloane-Taipa GM, Cotai, 

Macau (and SAR) - 

+853 8806 2318 

https://www.mgm.mo/en/cotai/dining/grill-58 

Cuisine: Grill and Teppanyaki 

Wine list by Andy Tam 

Wine on list: 1236 (26 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 330 MOP 

 
A dream list if you happen to love top Burgundy and Bordeaux 

with a deep dive into a comprehensive selection of quality 

names, including verticals of Grand Cru and First Growths. 

With its grill and teppanyaki cuisine expect a range of wines 

from around the world well-suited to the theme, from New 

Zealand bright sauvignon blanc and Alsatian rieslings to 

complex Burgundies, Napa Valley cabernets and Italian 

nebbiolos, to savoury Portuguese blends. Plenty of quality 

wines to discover here. 



GRILL 79, CHINA WORLD SUMMIT WING 

BEIJING 🍷🍷🍷 

国贸79 

1st Jianguomenwai Avenue, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100004 

861085716459 

https://www.shangri-la.com/cn/beijing/chinaworldsummitwing/ 

Cuisine: Steak House 

Wine list by Dirk Chen 

Wine on list: 750 (20 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 110 - 999 RMB 

 
This is a terrific wine list, well curated with protein aficionados 

clearly in mind. The focus is on France with a strong emphasis 

on Burgundy and Champagne. That said, the depth of 

Bordeaux listing is extensive with back vintages a feature. 

California and Italy are well represented with, once again, red 

wines at the fore – after all, this is a steakhouse. The depth of 

the spirits list adds gravitas. 

GUI HUA LOU, PU DONG SHANGRI - LA 

EAST 🍷🍷🍷 

桂花楼 
No.33 Fu Cheng Road, Pudong District, Shanghai 200000 

021-68828888 

https://www.shangri-la.com/cn/shanghai/pudongshangrila/ 

Cuisine: Huai Yang 

Wine list by Alexander Yu Chen 

Wine on list: 720 (22 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 470 RMB 

 

There’s both breadth and depth to the Gui Hau Lou wine list 

with a solid selection of wines ‘by the glass’ to get things 

started. While the focus remains on the classic wines of France, 

there’s good support from the USA and Italian listings in 

particular. The half-bottle offering is impressive as is the list of 

spirits and cocktails. The mini-verticals from quality 

Burgundian winegrowers adds panache. 

GUINCHO A GALERA, HOTEL LISBOA 

🍷🍷🍷 

景濤葡國餐廳 
2-4 Avenida de Lisboa, Macau, Macau (and SAR) - 

+853 8803 7676 

https://hotelisboa.com/dining/guincho-a-galera/?lang=en 

Cuisine: Upscale Portuguese 

Wine list by N/A 

Wine on list: 0 (5 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 60 - 120 MOP 

 
Guincho a Galera shares much of its huge wine list with its 

siblings at the Grand Lisboa Hotel. Like those it offers the rare 

chance to taste vertical after vertical of the world's greatest 

wines, hand-picked from the magnificent Hotel cellar. The 

French selection shines, but, equally lip-smacking are the 

German, Italian, Spanish and US sections. The emphasis is on 

classic, aged wines which definitely come at a price, but this is 

a once-in-a-lifetime experience. 

HAKKASAN SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷 
Bund 18, 5/F, Zhongshan Dong Yi Lu 18, Huangpu District, 

Shanghai 200002 

021-63219188 

https://hakkasan.com/shanghai/ 

Cuisine: Modern Chinese 

Wine list by Felix Zhang, Nyx Pan, Kim Teng 

Wine on list: 400 (23 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 90 - 398 RMB 

Best Digestif List 

Best Aperitif List 

 
Hakkasan brings its take on modern Chinese cuisine with a 

scintillating and comprehensive international wine list. The 

breadth of possibilities for delving into the classics. "natural" 

and orange wines, and a group of young, fresh and vital wines 

are almost endless across this 300-strong wine selection. 

There's a real energy here, it's seen in the unusual and 

sometimes daring wine themes that run the length of the list 

from Chardonnay Goes Global, Non-Burgundy: The New Stars 

and Curious Vines: Italy to Grandees of Spain and Southern 

Stars. These themes offer thought-provoking wines to consider. 

Look for the leaf (natural) and moon (biodynamic) symbols to 

guide you throughout. For those who love gin, you are in for a 

real treat! 



HAKU 🍷🍷 
Shop 4011, Podium Level 4, IFC Mall, 8 Finance Street, 

Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) - 

56000343 

https://www.hakuhk.com/ 

Cuisine: Fusion Japanese 

Wine list by Calvin Choi 

Wine on list: 150 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 180 - 330 HKD 

 
Featuring an array of modern heroes interspersed with 

benchmarks, Haku's selection has plenty of satisfying choices, 

spanning all points of the globe. One could only wish for more 

of these wines to be enjoyed by the glass 

HAO MEN OYSTER BAR 🍷 

蚝门生蚝吧 

No.12 Zijindong Road, Wuhou District, Chengdu, Sichuan 

610000 

+8617360084168 

www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Western Food 

Wine list by Chuang Li 

Wine on list: 91 (6 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 58 - 68 RMB 

 

Chengdu's Hao Men Oyster Bar has a wine list that is 

admirably in tune with the light, bright food that it serves. 

Although it's a small list by the glass, its choices point clearly 

to wines that suit oysters. The number of sparkling wines 

available, too, are a clear indication of the way to go. As they 

serve more than oysters, there's wines to suit other foods: 

whatever, you can be confident that thought has gone into the 

choices. 

HEMING MAISON 🍷 

和铭MAISON 

9th，2nd floor Haitian Mall, Qingdao, Shandong 266000 

13854201432 

No website 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Grimm Jing 

Wine on list: 150 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 68 - 298 RMB 

 
With 150 wines to choose from, you will find wines of varying 

styles and origins. It has a distinct European focus with a focus 

on classic regions though it is good to see the inclusion of some 

local Chinese wines. In addition, there is a good number of 

whiskies, sakes and Chinese spirits. 

HIDE & SEEK CAFÉ & LOUNGE 🍷🍷 
No.6 Fangyuan Street, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100000 

13001089118 

No website 

Cuisine: Modern Chinese 

Wine list by Arno Wang 

Wine on list: 96 (4 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 88 - 128 RMB 

 
This bar and restaurant, located within Lido Gardens, has an 

impressive selection of wines, showing that there is a true 

connoisseur behind its creation. Top producers pepper the list, 

and the vintages are fresh and considered, making it a list you 

can trust. There is a fabulous selection of Champagne and 

sparkling wines, and excellent regional and varietal diversity in 

the table wines. For those who love spirits, be sure to check out 

the lengthy collection of single-malt whiskies, many with 

considerable age. 



HIK9 🍷🍷🍷 
Block F, 1M Floor, Podium, No. 9 Donghu Road, Xuhui 

District, Shanghai 200300 

16621018168 

https://www.thatsmags.com/shanghai/directory/1798518/hik9 

Cuisine: Fusion 

Wine list by Yang Lu 

Wine on list: 372 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 180 - 780 RMB 

 
Led by an impressive range of Champagne, Burgundy, 

Bordeaux, Italian & North American reds, this selection lives 

up to the moniker of 'only offering the best of the best'. The By 

the Glass offering is a fraction tight, and more youthful whites 

would be welcome, but otherwise difficult to fault the array of 

benchmark wines in the laudable HIK9 list. 

HIRO, THE VENETIAN MACAO 🍷🍷🍷 

喜乐日本料理 

The Venetian® Macao, Estrada da Baía de N. Senhora da 

Esperança, s/n, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) . 

+853 8118 8822 

https://www.venetianmacao.com/restaurants/signature/hiro.htm

l 

Cuisine: Exceptional Japanese 

Wine list by Ms Rebecca Lim 

Wine on list: 550 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 130 MOP 

 

A carefully curated list where the focus has been very much on 

covering all regions around the globe and cherry-picking a few 

of the finest producers from each. The exception is great 

Bordeaux, which is much more extensive and where they have 

also sourced wines from some of the very best vintages. A full 

supporting cast. 

HOPPO HOUSE 🍷 

贺馆 

10F, China Plaza, No33, Zhongshan San Road, Yuexiu, 

Guangzhou, Guangdong 510000 

020 83883686 

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g298555-

d19770799-Reviews-Hoppo_House-

Guangzhou_Guangdong.html 

Cuisine: Western Food 

Wine list by Terry Yizhang Chen 

Wine on list: 36 (9 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 58 - 98 RMB 

 
A small list which is bursting with vinous joy. The wines are 

affordably priced, allowing for experimentation without 

breaking the bank. Almost all the wines listed have critical 

acclaim, so even though many are lesser-known labels, they 

represent quality for their price. It is also great to see a few 

wines with some age. 

THE HORIZON, KERRY HOTEL, BEIJING 🍷 

海天阁中餐厅 

1 Guanghua Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020 

010 8565 2188 

https://www.shangri-la.com/en/beijing/kerry/ 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Jacobs Zhang 

Wine on list: 363 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 68 - 208 RMB 

 
There are many great things about this list, such as the large 

number of quality international producers, the diverse range of 

styles and the extensive selection of teas, not to mention the 

extensive collection of DRC. However, take note of the 

vintages, especially white wines, and order accordingly. 



THE HOUSE OF ROOSEVELT 🍷🍷 
27 Zhong Shan Dong Yi Road, Shanghai, 200002 

86 21 23220773 

27bund.com 

Cuisine: Continental 

Wine list by Felix Yan 

Wine on list: 785 (5 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 83 - 185 RMB 

 
Serious representation of Chinese wines are just one of the 

highlights of this far-reaching collection. A famous old 

establishment has the most famous region of all, Bordeaux, as 

its feature with a focus on top vintages. A great supporting cast 

rounds out an extensive list. 

HOWARD‘S GOURMET HANGZHOU 🍷🍷🍷 

好酒好蔡杭州 
Floor 8 and 9, Building No.8 Tian Mu Qing Shui Commercial 

Center, Xihu District, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310013 

+860571-86399719 

- 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Ying Guo 

Wine on list: 418 (34 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 100 - 400 RMB 

 

A vertical of Yquem by the glass to open proceedings? That sets 

a high standard but it is maintained throughout, especially if 

you are a fan of great Burgundy. A highlight is the fabulous 

offerings of special single whiskies, along with a 

comprehensive supporting cast. 

HOWARD'S GOURMET GUANGZHOU 🍷🍷🍷 

好酒好蔡广州 
2nd Floor, No. 98-100 Huacheng Avenue, Liede Street, Tianhe 

District, Guangzhou, Guangdong 510623 

+862038881689 

No website 

Cuisine: Cantonese Chaozhou 

Wine list by Ying Guo 

Wine on list: 380 (32 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 100 - 418 RMB 

 
This list is all about the wines of Europe, though it is the 

French focus that is particularly strong. In fact, if you want to 

drink fine Burgundy, this is your place. Being a new venue, 

most of the wines are youthful, though there are some bottles 

with some age. Highlights include five vintages of Chateau 

d'Yquem by the glass, two wine pairings, and, yes, it must be 

mentioned again, the Burgundy. 

THE HUAIYANG GARDEN, THE LONDONER 

MACAO 🍷🍷 

淮扬晓宴 

Estrada do lstmo. s/n, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) . 

+853 8118 8822 

https://www.londonermacao.com/macau-restaurants/huaiyang-

garden.html 

Cuisine: Huaiyang 

Wine list by Ms Andy Liu 

Wine on list: 550 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 105 - 245 MOP 

 
An extensive list covering the top regions around the world 

with a smattering of good choices from far and wide. Despite 

the wide range, winelovers will be happily comfortable with a 

great many of the names, being famous in wine households. The 

wines from Portugal are a delightful highlight but, not 

surprisingly, France rules. 



IL RISTORANTE NIKO ROMITO SHANGHAI, 

BULGARI HOTEL SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷 
Lane 108 North Shanxi Road, Shanghai, 200085 

(86) 21 3606 7788 

www.bulgarihotels.com 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Adrian Zhang 

Wine on list: 340 (26 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 150 - 530 RMB 

Best Wine List - Eastern China 

 
A confident world list of wines that truly excites. From top 

grower Champagnes and intriguing white and red wines with 

an emphasis on regional styles from right across Italy and 

France, to some exotic support acts from places such as 

Corsica, Switzerland and stars of the orange wine world, 

there's a lot to explore, discover and enjoy. And, of course, in a 

restaurant boasting Cantonese cuisine the list of Chinese wines 

is essential reading. Finish with one of the many whiskies listed 

and a top meal is assured. 

IMPERIAL COURT MGM MACAU, MGM 

MACAU 🍷🍷🍷 

金殿堂 
Avenida Dr. Sun Yat Sen, Nape, Macau (and SAR) - 

+853 8802 2361 

https://www.mgm.mo/en/macau/dining/imperial-court 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Chris Lam 

Wine on list: 1543 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 90 - 250 MOP 

 

A dream list if you happen to love top Burgundy and Bordeaux 

with a deep dive into a comprehensive selection of quality 

names, including verticals of Grand Cru and First Growths. 

With its grill and teppanyaki cuisine expect a range of wines 

from around the world well-suited to the theme, from New 

Zealand bright sauvignon blanc and Alsatian rieslings to 

complex Burgundies, Napa Valley cabernets and Italian 

nebbiolos, to savoury Portuguese blends. Plenty of quality 

wines to discover here. 

ING A NEIGHBORHOOD CAFE, HOTEL 

INDIGO HANGZHOU UPTOWN 🍷 

印餐厅 

No.8 North Shuicheng Road, Shangcheng District, Hangzhou, 

Zhejiang 310008 

+86 571 8816 6688 

https://www.ihg.com/hotelindigo/hotels/us/en/hangzhou/hghne/

hoteldetail 

Cuisine: Creative 

Wine list by Henry Du 

Wine on list: 81 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 68 - 1688 RMB 

 
A new "neighbourhood cafe" that opened in 2022, ING arrives 

with a smart wine list dedicated to France, but one that also 

embraces a smattering of wines from elsewhere such as New 

Zealand, Australia, Italy, Spain, the U.S., Argentina and, of 

course, China. A highlight are the seven French wines served 

by the 75ml pour under Coravin. How many neighbourhood 

cafes can boast that? Start with a classic cocktail or a glass of 

Prosecco and take it from there. 

IWINE IVINO 🍷 
Yue Jin East Street 9-42-43, Mianyang, Sichuan 621000 

13696267715 

No website 

Cuisine: Mediterranean style 

Wine list by Rossi Tan 

Wine on list: 161 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 38 - 128 RMB 

 
This wine bar in Sichuan's Mianyang has a modestly-priced 

international list by the glass which offers reasonable choice to 

its customers. The list itself covers a vast number of countries 

from around the world with a larger selection of red wines. 

Many of these wines aren't well known but the pricing is 

modest. Natural wine has a substantial section to itself so it's 

been attracting attention. 



J HOUSE 🍷 

黄鱼馆（外滩店） 

Guang Dong Road 20, 4th Floor, West Side, Huangpu District, 

Shanghai 200002 

021-63309257 

https://www.smartshanghai.com/venue/16070/jhouse_guangdo

ng_lu 

Cuisine: Shanghai and East Zhejiang Coastal 

Wine list by Felix Zhang 

Wine on list: 110 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 79 - 818 RMB 

 
While J House offers a strong wine list of international names 

with a twist. It is the way in which the list is presented that will 

catch your eye with still whites and reds listed by their 

corresponding level of oak (for whites) and tannin (for reds). 

It's a different way to select a wine but one you can easily get 

used to. The mix of producers and styles offered is also 

noteworthy with orange/amber wines and biodynamic 

producers easily sitting beside the odd Grand Cru and First 

Growth and New World stars. 

JADE ON 36, PUDONG SHANGRI - LA EAST 

🍷🍷🍷 
No.33 Fu Cheng Road, Pudong District, Shanghai 200000 

021-68828888 

https://www.shangri-la.com/cn/shanghai/pudongshangrila/ 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Alexander Yu Chen 

Wine on list: 810 (26 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 470 RMB 

 

There’s both breadth and depth to the Jade on 36 wine list with 

a solid selection of wines ‘by the glass’ to get things started. 

While the focus remains on the classic wines of France, there’s 

good support from the USA and Italian listings in particular. 

The half-bottle offering is impressive as is the list of spirits and 

cocktails. The mini-verticals from quality Burgundian 

winegrowers adds extra panache. 

JEAN-GEORGES, THREE ON THE BUND 

🍷🍷🍷 
No.3 The Bund 4th Floor 3 Zhong Shan Dong Yi Road, 

Huangpu District, Shanghai 200002 

+86 21 6321 7733 

www.threeonthebund.com 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Fiona Huang 

Wine on list: 439 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 820 RMB 

 
Jean-Georges celebrates French wine and food like few others 

with one of China's finest wine lists. If you love French wine, 

especially fine Burgundies and Bordeaux reds, this is where 

you start. How many lists offer Château Pichon Longueville 

Comtesse de Lalande by the glass? However, there is so much 

more to this wine list as the sommelier goes in search of 

intriguing wines from around the world, starting with a fine 

selection of grower and large house Champagnes. What about 

a sparkling sake, a  well-priced chardonnay from XinJiang, or 

a Saint Laurent from Austria? There's plenty to delve into and 

discover here. 

JI PIN COURT 🍷🍷 
South Wulumuqi Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200000 

021-64699969 

https://www.relaischateaux.com/us/china/ji-pin-court-shanghai 

Cuisine: Creative Cantonese 

Wine list by Stan Fang 

Wine on list: 455 (0 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 
France is to the fore with this both broad and deep wine list. 

Burgundian whites and reds and the Bordeaux selection are the 

highlights with many enticing wines. Italy is well covered too 

with a smattering of benchmark wines from across the vinous 

globe. While no wines are offered ‘by the glass’, the 

Sommelier’s selection and numerous of half bottles help 

balance the list. 



JIA SHAN 🍷 

嘉膳 
2nd floor，41 Chunyang Road, Qingdao, Shandong 266000 

13854201432 

No website 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Grimm Jing 

Wine on list: 82 (11 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 38 - 148 RMB 

 
A well-balanced international list with a good range of prices. 

European wines dominate, though there is also a good number 

of wines from China, plus a few New World options. The 

Bordeaux selection is youthful but contains some good 

producers. There will be something to suit everyone's taste and 

budget. 

JIA TONGZHOU, NUO RESORT HOTEL 

🍷🍷🍷 

禾家中餐厅 

1 Sunrise Court, Tongzhou District, Beijing 101121 

010-57326308 

https://www.universalbeijingresort.com/en/node/330 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Tony Shang 

Wine on list: 268 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 68 - 258 RMB 

Best New List 
 

The expertise behind this fine wine list leaps off the page in the 

astute listings, careful vintage selection and its original 

selection of wines. You can choose from one of two 'Discovery 

Menus' with matching wines or perhaps select from the by-the-

glass list, which includes a good number of local wines. The 

main list is a comprehensive listing of respected international 

producers, with a lovely spread of French and Italian wines 

plus three pages of Chinese wines. From all countries, 

including those from the new world, the wines are well-chosen, 

demonstrating the depth and knowledge of the wine team. 

There is also an excellent tea menu and many non-alcoholic 

options. The evolution of this fine new list will be fascinating to 

watch. 

JIANG NAN, THE VENETIAN MACAO 🍷🍷🍷 

醉江南 
The Venetian® Macao, Estrada da Baía de N. Senhora da 

Esperança, s/n, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) . 

+853 8118 8822 

https://www.venetianmacao.com/restaurants/chinese/jiang-

nan.html 

Cuisine: Flavours of Shanghai, Jiangsu and Zhejiang & 

Jiangnan 

Wine list by Ms Rebecca Lim 

Wine on list: 550 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 140 MOP 

 
This attractive restaurant in the Venetian Macao has a 

carefully curated list where the focus has been very much on 

covering all regions around the globe and cherry-picking a few 

of the finest producers from each. The exception is great 

Bordeaux, which is much more extensive and where they have 

also sourced wines from some of the very best vintages back to 

1982. There is a full supporting cast with Piedmont, Tuscany 

and the Napa deserving particular attention. 

JIANGNAN WOK, NANJING SHANGRI-LA 

HOTEL 🍷 

江南灶 · 云府 
329 Zhongyang Road, Gulou District, Nanjing, Jiangsu 210037 

(025)86305990 

https://www.shangri-la.com/en/nanjing/shangrila/ 

Cuisine: Huaiyang 

Wine list by King Wang 

Wine on list: 91 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 68 - 168 RMB 

 
A list which unashamedly focuses on great champagnes, both 

the large Houses and fine growers – Krug, Roederer, Pierre 

Peters, Ulysse Collin and many more. French reds and whites 

win the supporting awards but there are examples from many 

regions. A tight but extremely well compiled list. 



JIE XIANG LOU, RELAIS & CHATEAUX 

SEVEN VILLAS 🍷🍷🍷 

解香楼 
No.1 Ba Pan Ling Road, West Lake Street, Hangzhou, 

Zhejiang 310000 

0571 8886 7888 

https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g298559-

d2367868-Reviews-

HangZhou_ZiXuan_DuJiaCun_Jie_Xiang_Lou-

Hangzhou_Zhejiang.html 

Cuisine: Local Hangzhou 

Wine list by Ying Guo, Dennis Lee 

Wine on list: 350 (11 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 70 - 180 RMB 

 
High quality options by the glass are a welcome opening. 

Superb array of champagnes across every style and level. Big 

names are then sprinkled throughout this fine list – DRC, 

Lafon, Coche Dury, Leflaive, de Vogue and more. Fine 

selections abound but this is first and foremost a list for lovers 

of great Burgundy. 

JIN SHA, FOUR SEASONS HOTEL 

HANGZHOU AT WEST LAKE 🍷🍷🍷 

JIN SHA 金沙厅 

5 Lingyin Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310013 

86 571 8829 8888 

https://www.fourseasons.com/zh/hangzhou/ 

Cuisine: Zhejiang 

Wine list by Olive Gao 

Wine on list: 345 (20 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 118 - 1380 RMB 

 

Jin Sha seamlessly combines Zhejiang cuisine with a top 

international wine list. For those unsure of the cuisine, start 

with the delicious-sounding Signature Wine Pairing 

suggestions which help to set the scene before a deep dive into 

some of the best wines on the planet. Wines by the glass section 

deserves special attention with two size pours offered, a 

premium wine selection to explore and wine flights. French 

wines are the star here and worthy of a second look before 

travelling further into both the Old and New Worlds. And make 

a point of checking out the group of Chinese red wines sourced 

from across four regions. 

JIN XUAN, RITZ CARLTON PUDONG 

SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷 

金轩 

Shanghai IFC, 8 Century Avenue, Lujiazui, Pudong District, 

Shanghai 200120 

+86（21）20201888 

https://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/shanghai-pudong 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Jien Ming Liao 

Wine on list: 250 (23 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 90 - 200 RMB 

 
There much to admire with the Xin Juan wine list – indeed, not 

only admire but drink. The Champagne selection is strong with 

Grande Marque Houses to the fore. Likewise, the Bordeaux 

collection with a smattering of mature wines adding panache. 

The Italian and Spanish content adds spice to the mix with both 

Chinese wines and spirits rounding out this exemplary wine 

list. 

JING DINING ROOM & BAR, 

INTERCONTINENTAL CHONGQING 

RAFFLES CITY 🍷🍷 

菁 
No 2 Changjiang Binjiang Road, Yuzhong District, Chongqing 

404100 

02388072706 

https://www.ihg.com/intercontinental/hotels/us/en/chongqing/c

hghb/hoteldetail 

Cuisine: Modern Cantonese and Chongqing Style Cusine 

Wine list by Roger Luo 

Wine on list: 181 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 88 - 138 RMB 

 
Jing Dining in Chongqing's Intercontinental has a stylish 

international list that begins with a small yet thoughtfully 

composed list by the glass, a Perrier-Joüet feature, and a 

pleasing collection of champagnes before a range of whites 

from Europe and the rest of the world. The core of the red 

cellar are France and Italy carefully chosen to feature a range 

of the best from those countries and the rest of the world 

including a significant group from China. 



JING JI ARISTOCRAT CUISINE BY THE 

RONG, THE RITZ-CARLTON BEIJING 

🍷🍷🍷 

京季荣派官府菜 
2nd Floor, 83A Jianguo Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 

100022 

010-59695698 

https://guide.michelin.com/en/beijing-

municipality/beijing/restaurant/jingji 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by 夏帅 Summer 

Wine on list: 220 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 128 - 188 RMB 

 
This special restaurant creates exceptional Guanfu cuisine, the 

food of aristocrats. So it is only fitting that the wine list 

achieves similar heights. The selection is sublime, with high-

end producers who strive for excellence. You will find names 

such as Egly-Ouriet, J.J.Prüm, Benjamin Leroux and Château 

Rieussec...and that's just by the glass! The main list is 

brimming with wines of the highest calibre, and rather than 

being overwhelming in volume, it is carefully curated. The 

Burgundies and Bordeauxs, as one would expect, are sublime. 

JING YAA TANG, THE OPPOSITE HOUSE 

🍷🍷🍷 

京雅堂 
Taikoo Li Sanlitun North, No. 11 Sanlitun Road, Chaoyang 

District, Beijing 100027 

+8610 64105 230 

https://www.thehousecollective.com/sc/the-opposite-

house/restaurants-and-bars/jing-yaa-tang/ 

Cuisine: Beijing 

Wine list by Rill Ma 

Wine on list: 144 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 95 - 180 RMB 

Wine List of the Year - Mainland China 

Sommelier and F&B Manager of the Year - Mainland 

China - Rill Ma 

Best Wine List - Northern China 

Best Hotel Restaurant Wine List 

Best Listing of Chinese Wines 
 

A stunning wine list with many highlights that perfectly 

complements the cuisine. Firstly, it is hard to go past the "Duck 

& Wine Pairing", where Champagne, textural whites and 

vibrant reds have been selected for the affinity with Beijing 

Roast Duck. There's also the well-chosen selection by the glass, 

with helpful descriptions, including premium wines served 

using the Coravin system. Commendation must also go to the 

stunning selection of Chinese regional wines. The main list 

presents a sweep of international wines, with a focus on 

European wines, where vintage and producer have been 

carefully considered. 

JOURNÉE 🍷🍷🍷 
NL118, 1st Floor, North Lane, China Resources Mixtiandi, 

9668 Shennan Avenue, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, 

Guangdong 518000 

0755-86680588 

No website 

Cuisine: Bistro & Wine Bar 

Wine list by Emma Liang 

Wine on list: 310 (26 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 88 - 1488 RMB 

 
The wines-by-the-glass selection sets the tone for this stunning 

list. In addition to the seventeen main choices, which are 

impressive on their own, there are also seven premium options, 

break taking in their quality and prestige. The main list sees 

producer spotlights on the likes of Henri Giraud, Domaine 

Prieuré Roch, Domaine Guy Roulot, Domaine Armand 

Rousseau and Domaine LeFlaive. The quality theme continues 

with the main listing, where prestige wines reign, particularly 

those from France. 

KIINA SHANGHAI 🍷🍷 
RM 301, NO 568, RD South Zhongshan Nanyi, Huangpu 

District, Shanghai 200023 

0086-021-63888807 

https://terroirsense.com/en/p/5149.html 

Cuisine: Modern Western 

Wine list by Walter Liu 

Wine on list: 325 (26 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 80 - 650 RMB 

 
The Kiina Shanghai wine list kicks of with an enticing list of 

‘wines by the glass, many served via Coravin. The Sommelier’s 

Selection adds gravitas, as does the deep dive into Italian wine, 

especially the highly prized reds of Barbaresco and Barolo. 

The rest of Europe is well covered and ably supported by the 

snappy selection from the rest of the wine world. 



THE KITCHEN, GRAND LISBOA HOTEL 

🍷🍷🍷 

大廚 
3/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel, Avenida de Lisboa, Macau, Macau 

(and SAR) - 

+853 8803 7777 

https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/dining/the-kitchen 

Cuisine: Steakhouse 

Wine list by Paul Lo 

Wine on list: 0 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 130 - 220 MOP 

 
The Kitchen might boast a modest name, but one look at the 

massive 17,800-strong wine list and there is nothing modest 

about it in the least. Not only is The Kitchen wine list is 

exhaustive - we suggest you allow time to work your way 

through the 640 pages - it offers the rare chance to taste 

vertical after vertical of the world's greatest wines hand-picked 

from the magnificent Grand Lisboa Hotel cellar. The French 

selection shines, but, equally lip-smacking are the German, 

Italian, Spanish and US sections. The emphasis is on classic, 

aged wines which definitely come at a price, but this is a once-

in-a-lifetime experience. 

KOI PAVILION 🍷 

鲤隐台 

No. 706, Shuanghe Road Kaifu District, Changsha, Hunan 

410000 

0731-81866888 

No website 

Cuisine: Chinese Hunan 

Wine list by Kevin Yang, Andy Liu, Danhua Huang 

Wine on list: 122 (6 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 48 - 98 RMB 

 

An equal opportunity list with a mix of big names and emerging 

producers, with a sprinkling of selections from regions all 

around the world. Some big name Bordeaux and an intriguing 

collection from Spain will appeal. There is something here for 

everyone. 

KUMU 🍷 

合樽 
Courtyard No. 5, Shuguang Xili, Chaoyang District, Beijing 

110000 

15001142462 

No website 

Cuisine: Japanese-Western fusion 

Wine list by Summer Zhou 

Wine on list: 120 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 78 - 138 RMB 

 
This list offers more than initially meets the eye. Despite the 

low-key presentation, the list contains a quality set of 

producers, showing that there is real wine expertise behind this 

list. It is a modern list with good diversity, including a selection 

of natural wines. 

L’ATELIER DE JOËL ROBUCHON HONG 

KONG 🍷🍷🍷 
Shop 401, 4/F, Landmark Atrium, 15 Queen's Road, Central, 

Hong Kong (and SAR) - 

21669000 

https://www.robuchon.hk 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Henry Chang, Jeffery Leung 

Wine on list: 3400 (25 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 175 - 800 HKD 

 
On the Hall of Fame list as the 2014 winner, L'Atelier de Joel 

Robuchon remains one of China's great wine lists. 

Comprehensive, even thought-provoking by the glass, then with 

a mouth-watering collection of the world's great wines 

beginning with vertical tastings of the greatest whites of 

France, California, Germany and more. The greatest of 

Burgundy and Bordeaux follow with reds from the USA, 

Australia, Italy and Spain. And plenty more. Immaculately 

curated. 



LA CHANSONNIERE 🍷🍷🍷 

蘭頌 
B-103,Height Park,2nd Block,Jiangtai West Road, Chaoyang 

District, Beijing 100020 

010-57109297 

https://www.diningcity.cn/en/beijing/la_chansonniere 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Sebastion Ma 

Wine on list: 224 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 128 - 198 RMB 

 
The sommeliers have taken an innovative approach to this list 

tilting it towards organic and biodynamic producers. It is a 

sublime selection of some of the world's best wines. The labels 

listed are as sophisticated as the decor, which is minimalist in 

its design, yet complex in its presentation, much like fine wine. 

The focus is on French wine, in line with the cuisine, though the 

list diversifies where necessary to present a complex, 

internationally relevant selection of fine wine. 

LA CHINE, THE PARISIAN MACAO 🍷🍷🍷 

巴黎轩 

The Parisian Macao, Estrada do Istmo, Lote 3, Cotai, Macau 

(and SAR) . 

+853 8118 8822 

https://www.parisianmacao.com/macau-restaurants/la-

chine.html 

Cuisine: French inspired Chinese 

Wine list by Jack Lin 

Wine on list: 430 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 130 MOP 

 

An extensive, wide-ranging and well compiled list. Impressive 

attention to mature wines and older vintages is evident 

throughout. While the list dips into regions around the globe, 

many only have one or two options. Fear not, they are 

thoughtful and represent quality. An enviable list of top, mature 

Bordeaux, well backed by Italians, especially. 

LA MAISON DES ARTISTES 🍷 

扉悦艺术餐厅 

Unit 20 Qushuiwan Street OCT Harbour Plus, Foshan, 

Guangdong 528300 

+86 757 29303688 

No website 

Cuisine: European 

Wine list by Jay Gong 

Wine on list: 122 (9 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 58 - 78 RMB 

 
This wine list has a European focus in line with its cuisine. The 

wine team are clearly passionate about wine, as seen by the 

educational information they have included in the list to help 

inform their guests. There is a good number of sparkling wines, 

including Champagne, plus local Chinese options. The broad 

price spread allows people on any budget to have a pleasant 

wine experience. 

LA ROTISSERIE, INTERCONTINENTAL 

CENTURY CITY CHENGDU 🍷 

香榭花园扒房 
No. 88 Century City Boulevard, Chengdu, Sichuan 610041 

+86(028)85349999 

https://www.ihg.com/intercontinental/hotels/us/en/chengdu/ctu

ha/hoteldetail 

Cuisine: Steak House 

Wine list by Judy Wan 

Wine on list: 128 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 38 - 108 RMB 

 
This is an international list clearly targeting a clientele which 

are looking for good quality wines at fair prices. And they are 

well catered for here. It's a small list of wines by the glass: in 

each section, one of the wines is offered at a bargain basement 

price while at least one other is more expensive but still good 

value. The list continues in this fashion circling the globe, 

accepting that there are no cheap champagnes, yet in France, 

other European countries, Australia and New Zealand, and at 

home in China, there is quality to be had at reasonable prices. 

Again, in each section it's possible to pay more. There is a 

vintage wine section which looks at Bordeaux (mainly) and 

some of the great wines of the world. 



LABELLA WINE HOUSE 🍷 
West Fuxing Rd No 271-2, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200300 

021 3461 2864 

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g308272-

d4165885-Reviews-Labella_Wine_House-Shanghai.html 

Cuisine: Cold cuts 

Wine list by Jack Zhang 

Wine on list: 136 (11 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 60 - 90 RMB 

 
La Bella is first and foremost a wine bar serving a modest 

range of charcuterie, cheeses, etc,. The star here is a wine list 

that caters to a range of savoury and lighter snacks with an 

international range of names. There's a good balance of Old 

and New World wines to choose from whether it is a Dog Point 

sauvignon blanc from New Zealand or a Guigal Crozes-

Hermitage from the Rhone Valley. For those a little more 

daring, a small range of "natural' is also offered. Prices are 

reasonable. 

LABREZZA, ST REGIS ZHUHAI 🍷🍷 
Wanzai District Yinwan Road 1663, Zhuhai City, Guangdong 

519000 

+86 0756 299 9888 

https://www.marriott.com.cn/hotels/zuhxr-the-st-regis-

zhuhai/dining/ 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Chenan JI Jack 

Wine on list: 177 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 48 - 108 RMB 

 

You can't go past the 'Colonel's Selection' of iconic wines from 

superb vintages (including an astonishing 1904 Sauternes) on 

this list. Beyond that, the selection is dominated by well loved 

labels from around the world, punctuated by some choice Gaja 

reds and super Tuscans in line with the Italian focus. 

LAGO BY JULIAN SERRANO, BELLAGIO 

BY MGM SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷 

意大利餐厅 

No.188 Beisuzhou Road, Hongkou District, Shanghai 200080 

+86 21 3680 6666 

https://www.bellagioshanghai.com/en/dining/index.jspx 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Kerry Qin 

Wine on list: 185 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 68 - 268 RMB 

 
Bellagio's LAGO by Julian Serrano combines progressive 

dining with a top wine list featuring a number of star 

performances. The selection of cocktails, including some 

creative mocktails, will impress as will the exhaustive spirts 

and whiskies. Take your time on the main wine listing which 

features a Sommelier Selection devoted to new trends in wine, a 

particularly exciting grouping of Chinese wines from a number 

of regions, in addition to a neat selection of Champagne and 

sparklings. Here, the wines of Italy take a starring role. It's an 

enjoyable vinous trip across the country. 

LAKESIDE HOTEL BY XIAMENAIR 🍷🍷 

厦航金雁酒店 
No.99 South Hubin Road, Xiamen, Fujian 361000 

15060773802 

http://www.xmairhotels.com/ 

Cuisine: Chinese - Hokkien 

Wine list by Guanxiong Wang 

Wine on list: 300 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 30 - 150 RMB 

 
Look out for the Seasonal & Wine Cellar Selections in the 

Lakeside list, as this is where you'll find the most interesting 

wines. That said, there are plenty of interesting selections the 

whole way through this list, without simply following a 'me too' 

of the icon labels. 



L'AVENUE 🍷🍷🍷 
No.2005 Shennan Avenue, N131 One Avenue North Zone, 

Shenzhen, Guangdong 518000 

+86 1355 498 8810 

No website 

Cuisine: French Refined Bistro 

Wine list by Peishan Yang 

Wine on list: 240 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 88 - 498 RMB 

 
A finely tuned selection where wines have been hand-chosen 

for their quality. The expertise behind the list is evident from 

the moment you open the list meaning that this is a collection to 

have tremendous confidence in. The selection is exclusively 

French in origin, in line with the cuisine, and is clearly 

organised by region. The list of quality producers is wildly 

impressive, showing that L'Avenue is a must-visit destination 

for wine lovers. 

LE BOUCHON ET TERROIR ET SOMM 

🍷🍷🍷 

勃逊餐厅 

No.1455 Western Wu Ding Road, Shanghai, 200000 

8618682019150 

https://www.tripadvisor.com/Restaurant_Review-g308272-

d3846729-Reviews-Le_Bouchon-Shanghai.html 

Cuisine: French Steakhouse & Wine Bistro 

Wine list by Brian Fan 

Wine on list: 807 (37 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 72 - 6666 RMB 

 

Kicking off with an astonishing by the glass selection that runs 

to the unbelievable icons, Le Bouchon's list has an imposing 

selection of Champagne & Burgundy in particular that is easy 

to get lost in. For any lover of classic French wines, this is an 

unmissable selection 

LE COMPTOIR DE PIERRE GAGNAIRE, 

CAPELLA JIAN YE LI 🍷🍷🍷 

建业里嘉佩乐酒店法餐厅 

480 West Jianguo Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200000 

021-54669928 

https://capellahotels.com/en/capella-shanghai/dining/le-

comptoir-de-pierre-gagnaire 

Cuisine: French Fine Dinning 

Wine list by Jason Xu 

Wine on list: 351 (28 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 158 - 980 RMB 

Best Listing of French Wines 

 
With an emphasis on fine French dining, expect a stunning 

French wine list to match, brimming in the very best wines from 

classic makers and regions. Le Comptoir de Pierre Gagnaire is 

just five years old but already boasts a comprehensive selection 

of wines, not only French, but from around the world. It also 

takes wines by the glass seriously with a Coravin programme in 

play together with a range of size pours. This allows diners to 

enjoy, possibly for the first time, icons such as Quintarelli 

Amarone, Château Figeac, Château Palmer and more. Amid 

some expensive wines there are some unexpected treasures to 

be found - Italian whites and Loire Valley and southern Rhone 

Valley reds, among them. And save room for the dessert wines 

and fortifieds. 

LE COQ WINE & BISTRO JIAOZHOU 🍷🍷🍷 

大公鸡小酒馆 

No. 183 JiaoZhou Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200000 

021-52897018 

https://www.timeoutshanghai.com/venue/247tickets_venue/885

43/Le-Coq-Wine--Bistro-(Jiaozhou-Road).html 

Cuisine: Mediterranean 

Wine list by Lewin Kong 

Wine on list: 305 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 500 RMB 

 
Quality selections with careful attention to vintages for the ‘by 

the glass’ selection is an exciting opening. A fine focus on top 

Burgundy, red and white, well supported by top producers from 

around the globe. Some appealing options from Italy. Plenty of 

mature wines here. Good supporting cast. 



LE SALON DE THÉ DE JOËL ROBUCHON 

HONG KONG 🍷🍷 
Shop 2045A, Podium Level 2, IFC mall, 8 Finance Street, 

Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) - 

22347422 

https://www.robuchon.hk 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Henry Chang, Jeffery Leung 

Wine on list: 105 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 140 - 165 HKD 

 
The team at Robuchon knows wine lists and, of course, they can 

find the right fit for this Salon de Thé. The list by the glass sets 

the scene for quality matched to fair prices. Although restricted 

to one group of suppliers, the champagnes do cover all the 

bases. The list dances around most parts of France and Italy 

and offers something of the rest of the world of wine - looking 

always for the ideal drink for this establishment. 

THE LEGACY HOUSE, ROSEWOOD HONG 

KONG 🍷🍷🍷 

彤福軒 
Victoria Dockside, 18 Salisbury Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, Hong 

Kong (and SAR) - 

+852 3891 8888 

https://www.rosewoodhotels.com/en/hong-kong 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Julien Peros 

Wine on list: 1200 (88 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 138 - 2000 HKD 

 

The Legacy lives up to its name – for this wine list is a 

marvellous rollcall of legacy brands and equally heritage 

vintages. The rollcall of great Bordeaux vintages - 1945, 1947, 

1953, 1961 to name but a few with Port and Madeira vintages 

date back to the 19th century. Modern wines are not neglected 

with a strong suit of Burgundy and Champagne. The layout 

makes for easy reading – and there’s a lot of reading and 

drinking with this stellar wine list. 

LIN JIANG YAN 🍷 

临江宴 

No 216 Fucheng Road, Pudong District, Shanghai 200333 

00862168599777 

https://guide.michelin.com/en/shanghai-

municipality/shanghai/restaurant/lin-jiang-yan 

Cuisine: Zhe Jiang 

Wine list by Simon Hong 

Wine on list: 59 (0 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 
The highlight of this tight list is undoubtedly its offering of 

great Bordeaux from a range of vintages. Lovers of fine 

Burgundy are not neglected and there are top wines from other 

global regions. The list is rounded out by a fine array of 

whiskies and local spirits. 

LING LONG 🍷🍷🍷 
Worker Stadium North.Rd,No.2, Chaoyang District, Beijing 

100027 

+86-010-86355109 

https://foursquare.com/v/ling-long/5debae3bf8f55f0008194247 

Cuisine: Chinese Fusion 

Wine list by Mei Yu Li, Xiao Long Li 

Wine on list: 79 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 358 RMB 

 
A small, outstanding wine list that not only compliments the 

Chinese fusion cuisine but also showcases the personality and 

expertise of the wine team. The charms are numerous. There is 

an excellent selection by-the-glass including premium wines 

served by Coravin. There are two pairing menus, each with 

between 5 and 7 wines depending on your menu choice. 

Though perhaps most exciting is the division of the list into Sky, 

Land and People, which successfully highlights wines based on 

the core theme that makes them great. Bravo. 



LINGJIE SEAFOOD HOT POT (BUND NO 3) 

🍷 

玲姐·海鲜火锅（外滩3号店） 

2F, Bund No.3, Zhong Shan Dong Yi Road, Huangpu District, 

Shanghai 200002 

021-63777736 

www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Seafood hot pot 

Wine list by Lu Yang & Top Somm Studio 

Wine on list: 96 (0 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 
Some very fine names here for lovers of top Burgundy – 

Leflaive, Coche Dury, Colin-Morey, Dujac, Meo-Camuzet and 

of course, DRC. A mix of appealing producers from other 

regions around the globe – Champagne fares especially well. 

There is a fine supporting cast including local spirits, rice 

wines and teas. 

LINJIANGYAN YUN 🍷 

临江宴 云 

47 Floor, South Tower, IFC Tianfu, South Jiaozi 1 Rd, 

Chengdu, Sichuan 170000 

+862885066066 

No website 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Simon Hong 

Wine on list: 76 (0 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 

Although disappointed that there are no wines by the glass, we 

are delighted by this immaculately crafted small list by 

outstanding sommelier, Meiyu Li. There's a fine, top-end 

champagne collection balancing famous houses and less-well-

known names that you need to be introduced to. Burgundy and 

Bordeaux are complemented at the end by a few choice reds 

from other parts of the vinous world. Quietly satisfying. 

LONG BAR SHENZHEN, RAFFLES 

SHENZHEN 🍷🍷🍷 

长廊酒吧 

T7 , One Shenzhen bay ,3008 Zhongxin Road , Nanshan 

District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 518054 

+86 0755 8666 8666 

www.raffles.com 

Cuisine: Light Snacks 

Wine list by Jimmy Zhao 

Wine on list: 255 (25 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 158 - 988 RMB 

Best Wine Bar List 

 
The Long Bar is the cornerstone of the Raffles brand with the 

signature Singapore Sling at the forefront. That said, the Long 

Bar wine list has both breath and depth with the classic wines 

of France to the fore. The Champagne list is superb with strong 

support from the Burgundy and Bordeaux listings. The rest of 

the vinous world is not neglected with a wide range of 

benchmarks for the Italy, Spain and the Americas. The aperitif 

and digestive list completes this splendid wine list 

LONG XUAN, INTERCONTINENTAL 

CENTURY CITY CHENGDU 🍷 

龙轩中餐厅 

No. 88 Century City Boulevard, Chengdu, Sichuan 610041 

+86(028)85349999 

https://www.ihg.com/intercontinental/hotels/us/en/chengdu/ctu

ha/hoteldetail 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Judy Wan 

Wine on list: 128 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 38 - 108 RMB 

 
This is an international list clearly targeting a clientele which 

are looking for good quality wines at fair prices. And they are 

well catered for here. It's a small list of wines by the glass: in 

each section, one of the wines is offered at a bargain basement 

price while at least one other is more expensive but still good 

value. The list continues in this fashion circling the globe, 

accepting that there are no cheap champagnes, yet in France, 

other European countries, Australia and New Zealand, and at 

home in China, there is quality to be had at reasonable prices. 

Again, in each section it's possible to pay more. There is a 

vintage wine section which looks at Bordeaux (mainly) and 

some of the great wines of the world. 



LONGTING SEA BREEZE, LINGTONG 

VINEYARD 🍷 

龙亭酒庄海风莱餐厅 

No.1 Longting Road, Liujiagou town, Penglai, Yantai, 

Shandong 265608 

+8618596169919 

http://www.longtingvineyard.com/ 

Cuisine: Lu Style 

Wine list by Cynthia Guo 

Wine on list: 25 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 48 - 178 RMB 

 
The wine list is mainly focused on the wines of the Longting 

Vineyard, including a few alternate local options. It is a short 

list, though it presents a range of house styles from rosé to late 

harvest petit manseng. It is great to see the wines matched to a 

range of complementary dishes. 

LOTUS PALACE, THE PARISIAN MACAO 

🍷🍷🍷 

御莲宫 

The Parisian Macao, Estrada do Istmo, Lote 3, Cotai, Macau 

(and SAR) . 

+853 8118 8822 

https://www.parisianmacao.com/macau-restaurants/lotus-

palace.html 

Cuisine: Cantonese and provincial Chinese or seafood hotpot 

Wine list by Jack Lin 

Wine on list: 430 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 130 MOP 

 

An extensive, wide-ranging and well compiled list. Impressive 

attention to mature wines and older vintages is evident 

throughout. While the list dips into regions around the globe, 

many only have one or two options. Fear not, they are 

thoughtful and represent quality. An enviable list of top, mature 

Bordeaux, well backed by Italians, especially. 

LOUNGE BELLAGIO BY MGM, BELLAGIO 

BY MGM SHANGHAI 🍷🍷 
No. 188 Beisuzhou Road, Hongkou District, Shanghai 200080 

021 3680 6666 

https://www.bellagioshanghai.com/en/dining/index.jspx 

Cuisine: Western Food 

Wine list by Kerry Qin 

Wine on list: 185 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 68 - 158 RMB 

 
This wine list covers all bases succinctly with an appropriate 

emphasis on the classic wines of France – Champagne, 

Burgundy and Bordeaux to the fore. That said, the rest of 

Europe is well covered with a drizzle of benchmark wines from 

across the vinous globe. The wines of China are in focus too. 

The list of aperitifs and digestives add panache. 

LU STYLE BEIJING CBD 🍷🍷🍷 

鲁采北京CBD店 

5th floor, China Overseas Plaza, Jianwai Street, Chaoyang 

District, Beijing 100020 

010-21753666 

No website 

Cuisine: Jiaodong seafood 

Wine list by Jack Zhang 

Wine on list: 325 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 68 - 168 RMB 

 
To complement the seafood-based cuisine is an extensive listing 

of international wines. French wines are the hero, though there 

are great examples of seafood-friendly styles from elsewhere, 

such as the Mosel in Germany and the Clare Valley in 

Australia. Highlights of the list include the strong set of 

Champagnes, the impressive Bordeaux listing and, of course, 

the quality selection of white and red Burgundies, including a 

collection of Domaine de la Romanée-Conti. It is also great to 

see good listings from the new world and China, and 

commendable that there are many well-priced options 

alongside the icons. Organic, natural and vegan-friendly wines 

are clearly marked, and there's also a good range of fruit iced 

teas, mineral waters and juices. 



LU STYLE JINAN CBD 🍷🍷 

鲁采济南CBD店 

5th floor, Jinan Mixc, Jingshi Road, Lixia District, Jinan, 

Shandong 250014 

0531-55636699 

No website 

Cuisine: Jiaodong seafood 

Wine list by Jack Zhang 

Wine on list: 132 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 68 - 168 RMB 

 
A tight list which includes some big names from the top 

regions, but takes the adventurous diner even further, exploring 

some lesser known regions. Attention is paid to vintages to 

ensure quality is maintained across the board. A collection of 

DRC will thrill those with deeper pockets. 

LU STYLE KUNYUFU 🍷🍷🍷 

鲁采北京琨御府店 

Floor 2, Building 9, Linglong Road, Haidian District, Beijing 

100089 

010-21726888 

No website 

Cuisine: Jiaodong seafood 

Wine list by Jack Zhang 

Wine on list: 315 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 68 - 168 RMB 

 

The Lu Style wine lists are similar in their offering, though they 

are personalised to ensure they complement each specific 

venue. At Lu Style Kunyufu, the seafood-based cuisine is 

supported by an extensive listing of international wines. Again, 

French wines are the hero, though there are great examples of 

seafood-friendly styles from elsewhere, such as the Mosel in 

Germany. There is also a good number of wines from Australia. 

Highlights of the list include the strong set of Champagnes, the 

impressive Bordeaux listing and, of course, the quality 

selection of white and red Burgundies, including a collection of 

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti. It is also great to see good 

listings from the new world and China, and commendable that 

there are many well-priced options alongside the icons. 

Organic, natural and vegan-friendly wines are clearly marked, 

and there's also a good range of fruit iced teas, mineral waters 

and juices. 

LU STYLE NIAOCHAO 🍷🍷 

鲁采北京鸟巢店 

5th floor, Zhonghai Huanyuhui, Anzhengmen, Chaoyang 

District, Beijing 100029 

010-64413777 

No website 

Cuisine: Jiaodong seafood 

Wine list by Jack Zhang 

Wine on list: 94 (5 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 78 - 208 RMB 

 
A tight list which opens with an impressive array of teas. There 

are some big names from the top regions, but the list takes the 

adventurous diner even further, exploring some lesser known 

regions. Attention is paid to vintages to ensure quality is 

maintained across the board. A collection of DRC will thrill 

those with deeper pockets. 

LU STYLE SANYUANQIAO 🍷🍷🍷 

鲁采北京三元桥店 

Building A1, No. 5 yard, Shuguang Sili, Chaoyang District, 

Beijing 100028 

010-21751888 

No website 

Cuisine: Jiaodong seafood 

Wine list by Jack Zhang 

Wine on list: 366 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 68 - 238 RMB 

 
An extensive list which opens with an impressive array of 

cocktails, teas and other supporting cast members and finishes 

with an excellent set of spirits. There are some big names from 

the top regions abound, but the list does not stop there. The 

highlights are array of Burgundy and Bordeaux, as well as a 

collection of DRC which will thrill those with deeper pockets. 



LU STYLE XINTIANDI 🍷🍷 

鲁采上海新天地店 

Floor 2, Zhonghai Huanyu Hui, Lane 838, Huangpi South 

Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200020 

021-53099977 

No website 

Cuisine: Jiaodong seafood 

Wine list by Jack Zhang 

Wine on list: 366 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 68 - 238 RMB 

 
Cocktails, spirits, teas, sake and much more open this list and 

confirm it to be much more than a simple collection of the usual 

wines. Those wines are certainly an international selection with 

the highlights some fine champagnes and especially great 

vintage top Bordeaux. Fans of Burgundy will also find much 

which appeals, most notably from the legendary DRC. 

MAHA DINING ROOM 🍷🍷 

缦府宴 

8 Xiao YunRoad, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100000 

138 1028 7810 

- 

Cuisine: A fusion of Huaiyang and Cantonese 

Wine list by Yang Lu 

Wine on list: 112 (6 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 88 - 148 RMB 

 

Maha's selection of wines and cuisine pairings alone are 

worthy of commendation, with a careful collection that shows a 

deep understanding of flavours and wine textures. So many 

favourites are represented here, from fine Sonoma Chardonnay 

to aged Bordeaux, only needing more wines by the glass to 

complete the appeal 

MAISON LAMELOISE SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷 

上海萊美露滋 
Shanghai Tower 68/F, 501 Yincheng Middle Road, Pudong 

District, Shanghai 200120 

+86 21 68816789 

http://www.lameloise.com.cn/en 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Kitty, Lao Hang Hang 

Wine on list: 700 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 138 - 1688 RMB 

 
Fine collection of ‘by the glass’ wines, though it will appeal 

first and foremost to Francophiles. Wide-ranging selections 

available here. Impressive set of Champagnes, Houses and 

Growers. And that favourites for Francophiles theme continues 

throughout. Lovers of Burgundies, red and white, will 

especially revel in this list, though fans of great Bordeaux will 

also feel at home. Fine supporting cast. 

THE MANOR, THE ST. REGIS MACAO 

🍷🍷🍷 

「雅舍」餐厅 

1st Floor, Estrada do Istmo, s/n, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) - 

+853 8113 1300 

https://www.themanormacao.com/ 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by David Duan 

Wine on list: 166 (19 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 98 - 388 MOP 

Wine List of the Year - Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan 

Sommelier of the Year - David Duan 

Best Wine List - Macau 

Best Hotel Restaurant List 

F&B Manager of the Year - Marcus Van der Meer 
David Huan's carefully-chosen and immaculately presented list 

at 'The Manor' offers a tour of the great wine regions of the 

world. The compact list offers introductions to the best wines of 

the finest producers as well as outstanding examples of more 

modestly-priced wines from these regions. It's an extensive list 

by the glass, wide-ranging yet tightly focused on impressive 

quality and fair value. The choice of champagnes covers all the 

significant Grand Marque producers and all the important 

styles of bubbly. There's a decent range of wines from China 

which will serve as a useful introduction to visitors to the 

country. Those looking for a lift towards the end of the meal 

will find the choice of cocktails and spirits has plenty to tempt 

them. Again, it's the quality of the list rather than its size that 

delights. In his introduction, Duan talks about their pride in 

matching the restaurant's wines to the chef's dishes. This is best 

realised in the six course set dinner menu which circles the 

globe to find ideal wines for the chef's finest. 



MANSION CUISINE BY JINGYAN 🍷🍷🍷 

京艷 · 翰林書院 
N0.22 Jianchang Hutong, Dongcheng District, Beijing 100010 

010-86632999 

https://terroirsense.com/en/p/3363.html 

Cuisine: Mansion 

Wine list by Lu Yang 

Wine on list: 119 (5 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 119 - 329 RMB 

 
When dining in an establishment as elegant and refined as 

Mansion Cuisine by Jingyan, one of the pleasures is having a 

highly curated wine list where it is impossible to put a foot 

wrong. The list is a roll call of the world's greatest producers. 

Felton Road, Grosset, Egon Müller, Gaja, Coche-Dury, 

Domaine LeFlaive, and the list goes on and on. It is rare to find 

a list like this: small, targeted and prestigious. Being a new list, 

the vintages overall are relatively youthful, though, like a fine 

wine, it will evolve beautifully with time. 

MANSION ON ONE, BELLAGIO BY MGM 

SHANGHAI 🍷🍷 

嘉府壹号 
No.188 Beisuzhou Road, Hongkou District, Shanghai 200080 

+86 21 3680 6666 

https://www.bellagioshanghai.com/en 

Cuisine: Authentic Shanghai 

Wine list by Kerry Qin 

Wine on list: 185 (9 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 98 - 158 RMB 

 

Opens with a good selection of Chinese spirits and supporting 

beverages. Those looking to try local wines will find much to 

enjoy. There are a number of fine options from the New World 

as well as plenty of traditional choices. Bordeaux and 

Burgundy lead the way. 

MATSUTAKE 🍷 

松岳日本料理 
LG2-17, West Area Sihai Cheng, Hanxi Da Dao Dong, Panyu 

District, Guangzhou, Guangdong 511400 

18998462939 

No website 

Cuisine: Japanese 

Wine list by Alan Zhong, Freddie Guan 

Wine on list: 15 (4 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 98 - 108 RMB 

 
Sake is the hero drink at this Japanese focussed izakaya. The 

detailed descriptions of the sakes adds gravitas with a tight 

wine selection to back things up. The short ‘by the glass’ list 

covers all bases. 

THE MEAT, PUDONG KERRY HOTEL 

🍷🍷🍷 
1388 Hua Mu Road, Pudong District, Shanghai 201204 

（86 21） 61698888 

https://www.shangri-la.com/en/shanghai/kerryhotelpudong/ 

Cuisine: Steak House 

Wine list by Allen Liu 

Wine on list: 408 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 88 - 285 RMB 

 
A stellar listing of Domaine Romanee Conti wines catches the 

eye (and the wallet) on this extraordinary wine list. A solid 

listing of Bordeaux and Champagne backs up the mini-verticals 

of DRCs. Appropriately for a steak house, bold red wines are a 

strong suit with the wines of China well in focus. 



MERCATO GUANGZHOU 🍷🍷🍷 
Unit 802, 8F, K11 Art Mall, No.6 Zhujiang Road East, 

Guangzhou, Guangdong 510655 

+86 20 6681 8086 

www.mercato-international.com 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Charles Ren 

Wine on list: 165 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 75 - 108 RMB 

 
This stylish list is what we've come to expect from the team at 

Jean Georges. It's great to see the bold beginning highlighting 

its Chinese wines in a way that too few restaurants do: and 

pleasing to see one featured by the glass. That list features a 

wonderfully drinkable selection of international wines. The 

Mercato list is compact but so beautifully chosen that it earns 

its three glass rating because of the quality of its choices. So it 

dances around the world of wine with just a few selected from a 

great number of places. It's a delight. 

MERCATO SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷 
No.3 The Bund 6th Floor 3 Zhong Shan Dong Yi Road, 

Huangpu District, Shanghai 200002 

+86 21 6321 9922 

www.threeonthebund.com 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Lorenzo Zhou 

Wine on list: 255 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 60 - 228 RMB 

 

Extensive and classical, this list easily incorporates expensive 

cult wines alongside more affordable wines. Concentrates on 

Italian wines as per its signature cuisine, delving into the 

country from the north - the Veneto and Piedmonte are 

particularly well-served - all the way down to the south and 

Puglia, Campania and Sicily. It's an exciting wine ride before 

the list goes off in search of good wines across Europe and 

beyond. Fresh, young energetic whites take on a starring role, 

so good to see and well-suited to the menu. Equally at home is 

the depth of the French and Italian reds. To finish, try one of 

the many producers of grappa, it's quite a listing. 

MESA, GRAND LISBOA PALACE RESORT 

MACAU 🍷🍷🍷 

味赏 

Rua do Tiro, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) - 

(853) 8881 1800 

https://www.grandlisboapalace.com/sc/restaurants-n-bars/mesa 

Cuisine: Portuguese 

Wine list by Limin Chen (Winnie) 

Wine on list: 0 (33 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 0 MOP 

 
The list begins with the Cellar Extraordinary: four top-rank 

champagnes, four of the greatest whites of the last 30 years, 

and five of the finest Bordeaux since the War. This is followed 

by the classiest Coravin selection imaginable: a group that 

gives new meaning to 'by the glass'. Then an impressive 

collection by the glass for us mortals. Few would be anything 

but delighted by the quality here. The world of luxury continues 

with halves and magnums, Dom Perignon, Cristal and Krug 

selections. Then, verticals of the finest French whites 

imaginable, more than 30 vintages of most of the top Bordeaux, 

mouth-watering Burgundy, Yquem (of course)… There's Italy, 

California, Australia, too. Importantly, presentation of the list 

is immaculate. 

MING JIA FAN 🍷🍷 

铭家饭 

2nd floor, 19 Qinling Road, Qingdao, Shandong 266000 

13854201432 

https://www.trip.com/travel-guide/foods/qingdao-5-

restaurant/ming-jia-fan-57157211/ 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Grimm Jing 

Wine on list: 142 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 38 - 128 RMB 

 
A striking start to this list is an indepth and most tempting look 

at Chinese wines. A range of styles is celebrated with a duo of 

sparklings from Chandon's Ningxia winery, followed by a 

selection of chardonnays and a range of Bordeaux-style 

cabernet blends from four regions, including the much 

celebrated Ao Yun. From there, the wider world of wines opens 

up. Check out the Sommelier's Recommendation for top food 

and wine matching tips. A selection of yellow rice wines, 

Chinese liquor and cocktails (including mocktails) round out 

this smart list. 



MING JIA QUJIANG 🍷 

曲江铭家 

9th Building, Furong New Area, Xi’an, Shaanxi 710061 

13854201432 

https://www.laitimes.com/en/article/3l8wy_41xxm.html 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Grimm Jing 

Wine on list: 179 (24 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 38 - 298 RMB 

 
A youthful, international selection of wines from many key 

global wine-growing regions, with a focus on the wines of 

Europe, including several good bottles from Burgundy and 

Bordeaux. There is a good spread of prices, so there are wines 

for everyone's budget, plus a good range of varieties and styles. 

Whisky lovers will enjoy the lengthy collection of single malts. 

There's also a premium selection of Chinese spirits, plus a 

small set of sake. 

MING JIA SHIJI 🍷 

铭家食集 

No.1-2, Haiqing Road, Laoshan District, Qingdao, Shandong 

266000 

13854201432 

No website 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Grimm Jing 

Wine on list: 220 (25 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 48 - 158 RMB 

 

Ming Jia Fan's younger sibling brings its own personality to its 

wine list with a larger number of wines (220) and wines served 

by the glass (25) which in turn offers greater choice to the 

diner. The look is also very different, but both lists share the 

same quality philosophy and core of solid European wines, 

notably those from Burgundy and Bordeaux. Fans of the wines 

of the Napa Valley, Rioja and Australia will find this list 

particularly enjoyable. 

MING JIA ZIBO 🍷 

淄博铭家 

Huashan Rd，Zhangdian, Zibo, Shandong 255000 

13854201432 

No website 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Grimm Jing 

Wine on list: 168 (24 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 38 - 298 RMB 

 
A youthful, international selection of wines from many key 

global wine-growing regions, with a focus on the wines of 

Europe, including several good bottles from Burgundy and 

Bordeaux. There is a good spread of prices, so there are wines 

for everyone's budget, plus a good range of varieties and styles. 

Whisky lovers will enjoy the lengthy collection of single malts. 

There's also a premium selection of Chinese spirits, plus a 

small set of sake. 

MIZUMI, WYNN PALACE 🍷🍷🍷 

泓 
Avenida da Nave Desportiva, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) - 

+85388898889 

https://www.wynnpalace.com 

Cuisine: Japanese 

Wine list by Minos Guo 

Wine on list: 1017 (32 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 70 - 240 MOP 

 
Fine wine is an absolute priority in the Wynn Palace 

restaurants. Its performance in these awards saw the SW 

Palace enter China's Wine List of the Year Hall of Fame in 

2019. However, the hotel has certainly not rested on its laurels. 

The list has continued to grow in size and complexity and now 

has over 1000 listings. It is an extensive list with 

representatives from most of the world's key wine regions. 

Burgundy and Bordeaux are absolute highlights, and there are 

also many wines from Italy, Spain and the USA. There are 

bottles of varying age, so as with all fine wine, do consider 

vintage when ordering to find the wine with the right level of 

development for your palate. 



MORTON'S THE STEAKHOUSE SHANGHAI 

🍷🍷 

莫尔顿牛排坊 

Shop 15&16 Level 4 Shanghai IFC Mall,No.8 Century Avenue, 

Pudong District, Shanghai 200120 

（8621）60758888 

www.mortons.com 

Cuisine: Steak House 

Wine list by Diego Zhang 

Wine on list: 335 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 88 - 188 RMB 

 
Proudly reflecting its Chicago origins, Morton's list goes long 

on fine American reds with an enviable selection from heroes 

like Stag's Leap, Viader & Cakebread with a smorgasbord of 

large format options and an excellent array of Italian reds. By 

comparison, wines by the glass are affordable and well known 

although in need of vintages for further assessment 

MOTT 32 🍷🍷🍷 
Standard Chartered Bank Building, 4-4A Des Voeux Rd, 

Central, Hong Kong (and SAR) . 

+852 2885 8688 

https://mott32.com/ 

Cuisine: Modern Chinese 

Wine list by Marie-Paule Herman, Rin K. Mohamad 

Wine on list: 202 (20 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 140 - 540 HKD 

 

Mott32 opens the world to a listing of big wine names from 

around the world, centering on Europe, but delve a little deeper 

and there are some equally exciting names from the New World 

in addition to a first class grouping of sake, Chinese wines and 

spirits. It's a smart wine list filled with solid, quality wines. You 

may care to spend additional time over the Reserve Wine listing 

or the vertical of Chateau Ausone from '95, '01 and '09 . . . if 

you have the funds. Or maybe a trio of wines available under 

Coravin? And that's before you enter wines by the glass 

territory which is eclectic and delicious. There is so much to 

discover here. Enjoy. 

THE MUSIC BAR, HYATT REGENCY 

BEIJING WANGJING 🍷🍷 

音乐吧 

Lei Shing Hong Center, 8 Guangshun South Street, Chaoyang 

District, Beijing 100102 

(010)86301266 

https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/china/hyatt-regency-

beijing-wangjing/nayrw/dining 

Cuisine: Snacks 

Wine list by Hannah Liu 

Wine on list: 117 (11 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 80 - 155 RMB 

 
Head to the music bar for a night of fun, cool vibes and fine 

wine. The drinks list is bursting with artistry, glamour and 

pizazz, and it well and truly sets the venue's tone. The wine list, 

a mix of old and new world gems, has an original selection of 

wines selected on their inherent interest and quality. The 

knowledge of the wine team is evident in the astute choice of 

producers, the listing of some lesser-known varieties, and the 

inclusion of wines with age. The cocktail list is outstanding, 

and there are a good number of low and non-alcoholic options. 

MUSTACHE 🍷 
No.768 Julu Road, Jingan District, Jing'an District, Shanghai 

200040 

021-62088753 

https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g308272-

d10775048-Reviews-Mustache-Shanghai.html 

Cuisine: Spanish food & Tapas 

Wine list by Steven Jiang 

Wine on list: 64 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 58 - 78 RMB 

 
A small but fun wine list celebrating the beers, sherries, wine - 

and sangria - of Spain. They are joined by a small crew of 

internationals but, really, this list is all about Spain. Expect a 

lot of well-priced and easy going wines to enjoy with just the 

odd Spanish superstar popping up its head. Each wine also has 

its indigenous grapes listed for your decision-making. It's a 

small list but packs a lot of interesting tastes into its pages. 



NAN LU HUI GUAN 🍷🍷 

南麓荟馆 

L3-9, Guojin Shopping Mall(IFC), 8 Shiji Avenue,, Pudong 

New Area, Shanghai 200120 

021-68765757 

No website 

Cuisine: Local Zhejiang 

Wine list by Felix Zhang, Mark Wu 

Wine on list: 95 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 90 - 129 RMB 

 
The Nan Lu Hui Guan is a marvellous example of a well-

curated, thoughtful wine list. There’s breadth and depth here 

but it’s the brevity that sets it apart. The layout is makes 

decision making easy with affordable wines to the fore. There’s 

a number of top-shelf offerings to keep the eager wine-oriented 

customer more than satisfied. 

NETTA 909 🍷 
909 Yan'an Xi Road, Shanghai, 200041 

19121001217 

https://www.thatsmags.com/shanghai/post/34125/shanghai-

food-drink-gossip-march-2022 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Johnny Zhang 

Wine on list: 88 (5 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 50 - 260 RMB 

 

Netta celebrates all things French with the ‘carte blanche’ 

menu an innovative concept. The wine list follows the 

Francophile theme with a solid list of Champagnes to set the 

scene. The Grande Marque houses are supported by strong suit 

of Grower Champagnes. Burgundy, Bordeaux and the Rhône 

are well covered with a couple of German Rieslings adding 

diversity. A number of magnums add flourish. 

NISHIKI 🍷🍷🍷 

锦 

L303, North Tower, CP Center, Chaoyang District, Beijing 

100020 

010-65006676 

https://www.trip.com/travel-guide/foods/beijing-1-

restaurant/nishiki-131171666/ 

Cuisine: Japanese-Spanish Fusion 

Wine list by Meiyu Li 

Wine on list: 114 (5 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 188 - 888 RMB 

Best Sake List 

 
An outstanding, beautifully crafted wine list that perfectly 

complements the Japanese-Spanish fusion cuisine. For 

maximum ease, there are three tasting sets: sake, wine or a 

premium mix of the two. The by-the-glass selection is mind-

blowing and even includes aged Château Pavie. In all 

categories, the wine selection is sublime with producers such as 

Agrapart, Keller and Domaine Roulot, plus a back vintage 

collection of Château Mouton Rothschild. There is also a high-

end collection of spirits and sake. It is a place for connoisseurs, 

without a doubt. 

NISHIMURA, SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, BEIJING 

🍷🍷🍷 

西村日本料理 
29 Zizhuyuan Road, Beijing, 100089 

+861068412211 

www.shangri-la.com/beijing/shangrila 

Cuisine: Japanese 

Wine list by Fred Liu 

Wine on list: 16 (118 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 98 - 288 RMB 

 
With a strong Japanese food theme, expect to see a most 

thorough listing of sake in addition to international wines. For 

a small-ish wine list 118 wines, Nishimura packs in plenty of 

choice with an emphasis on red wines focusing on France and 

Italy with some tempting Chinese additions, including big 

names such as AoYun and Helan. 



NORTH, THE VENETIAN MACAO 🍷🍷🍷 

北方馆 

The Venetian® Macao, Estrada da Baía de N. Senhora da 

Esperança, s/n, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) . 

+853 8118 8822 

https://www.venetianmacao.com/restaurants/signature/north.ht

ml 

Cuisine: Northeastern Chinese 

Wine list by Ms Rebecca Lim 

Wine on list: 550 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 130 MOP 

 
North is another of the impressive restaurants in the Venetian 

Macao. It has a carefully curated list where the focus has been 

very much on covering all regions around the globe and 

cherry-picking a few of the finest producers from each. The 

exception is great Bordeaux, which is much more extensive and 

where they have also sourced wines from some of the very best 

vintages back to 1982. There is a full supporting cast with 

Piedmont, Tuscany and the Napa deserving particular 

attention. 

NORTH PALACE, THE LONDONER MACAO 

🍷🍷🍷 

北方鸣苑 

Estrada do lstmo. s/n, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) - 

+853 8118 8822 

https://www.londonermacao.com/macau-restaurants/north-

palace.html 

Cuisine: Northern Chinese 

Wine list by Ms Andy Liu 

Wine on list: 550 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 140 MOP 

 

An extensive list covering the top regions around the world 

with a smattering of good choices from far and wide. Despite 

the wide range, wine lovers will be happily comfortable with a 

great many of the names, being famous in wine households. The 

wines from Portugal are a delightful highlight but, not 

surprisingly, France rules. 

OBSCURA 🍷🍷 
Tangxiang Cultural Space, 538 Xikang Road, Shanghai, 

200040 

19121471147 

www.obscura-sh.com 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Ares Hsu 

Wine on list: 357 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 90 - 350 RMB 

 
While the focus is all things Burgundy, there are many other 

options – the rarely seen Chateau Grillet for example. Plenty of 

pleasing red selections also from Bordeaux and from further 

afield, Italy. Chinese wines also available. The list is completed 

by some mature options, natural wines, teas and spirits 

OCTAVIUM 🍷🍷🍷 
8/F, One Chinachem Central, 22 Des Voeux Rd, Central, Hong 

Kong (and SAR) - 

2111 9395 

www.octavium.com.hk 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Alan, Tse Chi Heng 

Wine on list: 701 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 120 - 300 HKD 

 
This Hong Kong restaurant has an astonishing impressive list. 

By the glass, it focuses on Italy and gives a comprehensive 

overview of that country's wines. Similarly, the range of Italian 

bubblies is substantial and particularly shows the quality of 

those from Franciacorta. Naturally, the balance is redressed 

when it comes to Champagne. There's an excellent collection of 

whites from Italy, then France and the rest of the world. It's a 

similar pattern with reds except that verticals of some key 

wines highlight a fine range of Italian reds. 



OLLA TAPAS & WINE 🍷 
No.223 North Maoming Road, Jingan District, Jing'an District, 

Shanghai 200041 

021-62288520 

https://www.smartshanghai.com/venue/26477/olla_tapas_wine 

Cuisine: Spanish Food & Tapas 

Wine list by Steven Jiang 

Wine on list: 60 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 58 - 88 RMB 

 
Sherry, Cava, all things Spanish are available by the glass and 

bottle in this tight colourful list, as is only appropriate here, but 

anyone wanted to venture forth beyond Spain’s border will find 

options. For me, names like Gonzalez Byass, Alvaro Palacios 

and Vega Sicilia will be the wines which hold the real interest. 

OSSIANO UNDERWATER, ATLANTIS SANYA 

🍷🍷 

奥西亚诺海底餐厅 

36 North Haitang Road, Haitang Bay, Sanya, Hainan 572000 

+86 898 8898 6777 

https://www.atlantissanya.cn/restaurants-and-bars/ossiano 

Cuisine: Mediterranean - French with the finest seafood 

Wine list by Victor Long 

Wine on list: 347 (11 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 98 - 238 RMB 

 

Dining next to a giant fish aquarium certainly creates a 

memorable culinary experience. And with a glass in hand, I 

imagine it is also rather calming! As one might expect, the 

cuisine has a strong focus on seafood, so it is good to see that 

the extensive wine list, with over 340 wines, complements this 

theme with plenty of fresh, bright whites and light reds. That 

said, I expect that the diversity in this international list would 

suit any food due to its variety of styles and origins. There are 

plenty of highlights, particularly the offering from the classic 

regions of France. 

OTTIMO 🍷🍷🍷 
4/F, Bldg 1, Surpass Court, 570 Yongjia Road, Xuhui District, 

Shanghai 200000 

021-64158857 

https://www.smartshanghai.com/venue/12617/ottimo 

Cuisine: Mediterranean Fusion 

Wine list by Wincy Xu 

Wine on list: 420 (11 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 90 - 220 RMB 

 
‘By the Glass’ incudes options under Coravin before taking 

winelovers around the world. A wonderful selection of 

champagnes follows. Then take your pick from the glories of 

Burgundy or move further afield if that does not appeal. Fine 

cocktail and spirit selection rounds out a fine list. 

OYSTER TALKS BEIJING 🍷🍷🍷 

四度蚝餐厅 

No.135, Pacific Century place, 2A Gongrentiyuchang North 

Road, Beijing, 100010 

010-65526065 

https://www.trip.com/travel-guide/foods/beijing-1-

restaurant/oyster-talks-11123977/ 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Felix Xie 

Wine on list: 279 (5 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 88 - 138 RMB 

Best Food & Wine Matching List 

 
The chance to work in a French-inspired restaurant with a 

deep appreciation of all things oyster-related is a sommelier's 

delight! Bring out the Champagne and a range of the world's 

best white wines and  watch the magic happen. That's the 

message at Oyster Talks. Look no further for tempting ideas to 

start your meal than the inspired introductory page on oysters 

and wine pairing. Suggestions range from the obvious 

(Champagne, Chablis) to the left-of-centre (amphore blanc 

from Jura and Slovenian sparkling). But there is more to enjoy 

as you work your way through a range of top-class Burgundy, 

Rhone, Bordeaux, Piedmonte and Tuscan wines and plenty 

more. 



PAIRING DINING CHENGDU 🍷🍷🍷 
SKP Shopping Center, 1700 Tianfu Road, Gaoxin, Chengdu, 

Sichuan 170000 

15118143195 

No website 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Luke Liu 

Wine on list: 300 (21 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 60 - 660 RMB 

 
This new restaurant in Chengdu offers a terrific range in each 

section of its large list by the glass, although no sparkling 

wines are poured. It does make up for it with an impressive 

collection of champagnes. There are substantial sections of 

whites from France, Germany, Italy and smaller offerings from 

around the world. It's a similar situation with reds, fabulous in 

Burgundy and Bordeaux and very good in many of the world's 

most important regions. As it makes a fuss of aperitivo, this is 

probably one place where it's necessary to follow the locals to 

begin the meal. 

PALACE GARDEN, GRAND LISBOA PALACE 

RESORT MACAU 🍷🍷🍷 

御花园 
Rua do Tiro, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) - 

(853) 8881 1380 

https://www.grandlisboapalace.com/sc/restaurants-n-

bars/palace-garden 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Limin Chen (Winnie) 

Wine on list: 0 (33 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 0 MOP 

 

The list begins with the Cellar Extraordinary: four top-rank 

champagnes, four of the greatest whites of the last 30 years, 

and five of the finest Bordeaux since the War. This is followed 

by the classiest Coravin selection imaginable: a group that 

gives new meaning to 'by the glass'. Then an impressive 

collection by the glass for us mortals. Few would be anything 

but delighted by the quality here. The world of luxury continues 

with halves and magnums, Dom Perignon, Cristal and Krug 

selections. Then, verticals of the finest French whites 

imaginable, more than 30 vintages of most of the top Bordeaux, 

mouth-watering Burgundy, Yquem (of course)… There's Italy, 

California, Australia, too. Importantly, presentation of the list 

is immaculate. 

PANOS STEAKHOUSE 🍷🍷 

潘若斯牛排馆酒廊 

Room 302, 3rd Floor, Diamond Tower Podium, Xizhilang 

Building, Weilan Coast Community, Yuehai Street, Nanshan 

District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 518055 

0755-86686630 

https://www.diningcity.cn/en/shenzhen/panos_the_steakhouse_

lounge 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Bruce Ba 

Wine on list: 125 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 108 - 218 RMB 

 
There's small list by the glass does reveal Panos' colours as a 

steakhouse by lifting the game with the quality of its reds. Most 

of the small range of whites are French before the main game: 

reds. There is a serious collection from all major areas of 

Bordeaux, and all the first growths. Burgundy is similarly 

serious before a small range from around Europe and the rest 

of the world. 

PHÉNIX, THE PULI HOTEL AND SPA 

🍷🍷🍷 

斐霓絲 
1ChangDe Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200040 

+86 21 3203 9999 

https://www.thepuli.com 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Vivian VIP 

Wine on list: 265 (26 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 75 - 480 RMB 

 
An impressive collection of ‘by the glass’ offerings is only 

topped by a world class array of spirits and cocktails. A list 

which allows winelovers to travel far and wide, cherry-picking 

a small selection from a large number of top districts, all wines 

offering quality and interest. A fine list. 



PIN YUE XUAN, THE VENETIAN MACAO 

🍷🍷🍷 

品粤轩 

Estrada da Baía de N. Senhora da Esperança, s/n, Cotai, Macau 

(and SAR) - 

+853 8118 8822 

https://www.venetianmacao.com/restaurants/signature/pin-yue-

xuan.html 

Cuisine: Classic Cantonese 

Wine list by Ms Rebecca Lim 

Wine on list: 550 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 140 MOP 

 
Like the other restaurants at the Venetian Macao, this stylishly 

elegant space features a carefully curated wine list. The focus 

is very much on covering all the regions around the globe and 

cherry-picking a few of the finest producers from each. The 

exception is great Bordeaux, which is much more extensive and 

where they have also sourced wines from some of the very best 

vintages back to 1982. There is a full supporting cast with 

Piedmont, Tuscany and the Napa deserving particular 

attention. 

PINOT & CHARD 🍷 

红与白 

147 Gulou West Street, Beijing, 100032 

+86 13811473340 

No website 

Cuisine: Wine-pairing food 

Wine list by Jiawang Cao 

Wine on list: 166 (0 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 

This by-the-bottle-only list focuses on the wines of France, 

though it also has a selection from Germany, Italy, Spain, 

Austria and the USA. Natural wines, skin contact and those 

made with organic/biodynamic principles or without sulphur 

are clearly marked. The obviously passionate wine team are to 

be commended for compiling an of-the-minute comprehensive 

listing of contemporary styles. Though, as the name 'Pinot & 

Chard' suggests, the list's primary focus is the wines of 

Burgundy. 

PINTXOS TAPAS BAR 🍷 
In Street, Unit NL160, MIXC World, 9668 Shennan Ave, 

Nanshan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 518057 

0755-26900115 

https://es.foursquare.com/v/pintxos-tapas-

bar/6261434a80170c470b3e6b18 

Cuisine: Spanish 

Wine list by Joey Ding 

Wine on list: 55 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 60 - 60 RMB 

 
The Spanish theme threads through the wine list in line with the 

restaurant's cuisine. There are several Spanish wines by the 

glass and plenty more by the bottle, arranged by region. Enjoy 

albariño, or perhaps a txakoli with your tapas, or maybe a 

Rioja is more your style? It is great to try new wine styles, and 

there are plenty on offer at Pintxos. 

PONTI‘S, INTERCONTINENTAL CENTURY 

CITY CHENGDU 🍷 

波提斯意大利餐厅 

No. 88 Century City Boulevard, Chengdu, Sichuan 610041 

+86(028)85349999 

https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g297463-

d4864336-Reviews-Ponti_s_Ristorante-Chengdu_Sichuan.html 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Judy Wan 

Wine on list: 128 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 38 - 108 RMB 

 
This is an international list clearly targeting a clientele which 

are looking for good quality wines at fair prices. And they are 

well catered for here. It's a small list of wines by the glass: in 

each section, one of the wines is offered at a bargain basement 

price while at least one other is more expensive but still good 

value. The list continues in this fashion circling the globe, 

accepting that there are no cheap champagnes, yet in France, 

other European countries, Australia and New Zealand, and at 

home in China, there is quality to be had at reasonable prices. 

Again, in each section it's possible to pay more. There is a 

vintage wine section which looks at Bordeaux (mainly) and 

some of the great wines of the world. 



POP ROOFTOP BRASSERIE & BAR 🍷 
No.3 The Bund 7th Floor 3 Zhong Shan Dong Yi Road, 

Huangpu District, Shanghai 200002 

+86 21 6321 0909 

www.threeonthebund.com 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Alex Qian 

Wine on list: 131 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 78 - 118 RMB 

Best Beer List 

 
A 131 wine list that certainly embraces its western food theme, 

Aurora delves into the Old and New Worlds of wine with gusto. 

Classic names mingle with the well-priced and approachable. 

With 14 wines by the glass, there is more than enough choice 

whether it's a glass of Perrier Jouet Belle Epoque, a Skyline of 

Gobi chardonnay or an Argentinian malbec. 

QU LANG YUAN 🍷🍷🍷 

曲廊院 
25 Dongsi 11th Alley, Dongcheng District, Beijing 100007 

010-84038229 

https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g294212-

d13108602-Reviews-Qu_Lang_Yuan-Beijing.html 

Cuisine: Innovative 

Wine list by Meiyu Li 

Wine on list: 82 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 128 RMB 

Best Medium List 

Best Chinese Restaurant List 
 

This is a WOW! wine list, where art and creativity meet wine. It 

is quite unlike any wine list you will probably come across. 

Created by Meiju Li, China's first female advanced sommelier, 

and housed in a former art gallery, the connection with art and 

philosophy is strong as the list - just 82 wines in total - explores 

wine across four main themes: Leisure, Affection, Elegance and 

Interest with a side bar devoted to old vintages. Expect a taste 

of the unexpected. Wines by the glass is devoted exclusively to 

Chinese wines, a rarity in our opinion and a most welcome 

addition. The wines, all quality names, are selected from all 

over the world of wine, some names not commonly seen in 

China. This list sets the scene for a fantastic night of 

exploration that doesn't follow the usual pattern of wine lists. It 

asks you to embrace the innovative, and that will undoubtedly 

prove to be an exhilarating experience. 

RIVE GAUCHE, THE PUXUAN HOTEL AND 

SPA 🍷🍷 

左岸 
1 Wangfujing Street, Dongcheng District, Beijing 100006 

+86 5393 6688 

https://thepuxuan.com/en/beijing-wangfujing-luxury-hotel-

dining/french-cuisine-rive-gauche-le-bistrot/ 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Jasmine Chen 

Wine on list: 248 (9 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 98 - 158 RMB 

 
This is a high-end restaurant with a French-focused wine list in 

harmony with the cuisine. Champagne is a highlight, as are the 

wines of Burgundy. There is also a spotlight on the wines of 

Prieuré Roch, though one must not overlook the prestigious 

collection of aged Bordeaux. A few classics from Italy complete 

the picture. For natural wine lovers, there is a lengthy selection 

from around the globe. 

ROBUCHON AU DÔME, GRAND LISBOA 

HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷 

天巢法國餐廳 
43/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel, Avenida de Lisboa, Macau, Macau 

(and SAR) - 

+853 8803 7878 

https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/dining/robuchon-au-

dome 

Cuisine: French Contemporary 

Wine list by Paul Lo 

Wine on list: 0 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 200 - 540 MOP 

Best Luxury Fine Wine Cellar List 

 
One look at the massive 17,800-strong wine list and there is 

nothing modest about it in the least. Not only is the Robuchon 

wine list is exhaustive - we suggest you allow time to work your 

way through the 640 pages - it offers the rare chance to taste 

vertical after vertical of the world's greatest wines hand-picked 

from the magnificent Grand Lisboa Hotel cellar. The French 

selection shines, but, equally lip-smacking are the German, 

Italian, Spanish and US sections. The emphasis is on classic, 

aged wines which definitely come at a price, but this is a once-

in-a-lifetime experience. 



THE ROOF BAR, PARK HYATT 

GUANGZHOU 🍷 

悦吧 
16 HuaXia Road, ZhuJiang New Town, Guangzhou, 

Guangdong 510623 

+86 20 3769 1234 

https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/china/park-hyatt-

guangzhou/guaph/dining 

Cuisine: Bar Snacks 

Wine list by Ada Xiang 

Wine on list: 73 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 128 - 178 RMB 

 
The views overlooking the Bund from this rooftop restaurant 

alone make it worth the visit. The wine list, too, should have 

similar appeal with three champagnes and modestly priced 

whites and reds by the glass. There are white and reds 

collections from all corners of the globe at a wide range of 

prices and similar lists from France. 

SAKE UNIVERSE 🍷 

鳥跡鱼宗 

Room 2A, Room 103, No. 390, Panyu Road, Changning 

District, Shanghai 200052 

13457086709 

https://www.trip.com/travel-guide/foods/shanghai-2-

restaurant/sake-universe-131909831/ 

Cuisine: Yakitori Japanese 

Wine list by YuChao Wang 

Wine on list: 213 (0 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

 

Sake is undoubtedly king on this list, but a pleasure to see a 

selection of yakitori-friendly options including many smart 

international lofi wines including grower Champagne, both 

white and red Rhone & unique New Zealand examples. Options 

by the glass would be very welcome here 

SANCTUARY 🍷🍷 

常所 
Gemdale Viseen Centre, Keji South Rd., Shenzhen, Guangdong 

518000 

+86 13392826278 

www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Fusion Tapas 

Wine list by Wayne Chan 

Wine on list: 100 (5 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 70 - 390 RMB 

 
Sanctuary is the perfect name for this small modern venue with 

its fusion tapas menu and slick 100-wine list. Tour through the 

great regions of France, particularly Burgundy, with a few 

detours to Germany, Italy and the US. It is a youthful list, 

though there are some fabulous producers, such as Ghislaine 

Barthod and Pierre-Yves Colin-Morey. Prices are fair, and I 

expect a place like this could quickly become a favourite. 

SCARPETTA PIZZERIA 🍷🍷🍷 

食光西餐厅 

No.33 MengZi Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200000 

15822408190 

https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g308272-

d3607388-Reviews-Scarpetta-Shanghai.html 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Elaine Zhou 

Wine on list: 65 (14 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 1188 RMB 

 
With a particular focus on fine Italian wines, the Scarpetta list 

shifts from Vega Sicilia by the glass to a full sweet of 

Occhipinti. The Coravin selection is superb, and although this 

list isn't large, it is well chosen and nicely split into different 

textures and body weight which makes it so much more 

approachable 



SCENA, RITZ CARLTON PUDONG 

SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷 
Shanghai IFC, 8 Century Avenue, Lujiazui, Pudong District, 

Shanghai 200120 

+862120201888 

https://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/shanghai-pudong 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Jien Ming Liao 

Wine on list: 200 (20 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 100 - 200 RMB 

 
Some amazing wines under Coravin provide good reason to get 

excited about this extensive and excellent list. A good selection 

in other formats also appeals. While wines have been sourced 

far and wide, and the red Bordeaux section is especially mouth-

watering, the highlight here is undoubtedly the Italian 

offerings. High quality, exciting wines. 

SEESEA MING 🍷 

看海铭 

9th building, Furong New Business Circle, Xi'an, Shaanxi 

710061 

13854201432 

No website 

Cuisine: Bar & BBQ 

Wine list by Grimm Jing 

Wine on list: 60 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 68 - 298 RMB 

 

At Seesea Ming, you will find plenty of balanced, flavoursome 

wines to pair with the Fusion Tapas menu. For a small place, 

there is a good selection by-the-glass with a wide spread of 

styles and origins. Though it would also be tempting to start 

with one of the many cocktails or mocktails. The main wine list 

is international in its focus, with a good range of prices and 

styles. The whisky and sake selections are also worth a look. 

SHANG PALACE BEIJING, SHANGRI-LA 

HOTEL, BEIJING 🍷🍷🍷 

香宫 

29 Zizhuyuan Road, Beijing, 100089 

+861068412211 

www.shangri-la.com/beijing/shangrila 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by Fred Liu 

Wine on list: 16 (118 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 98 - 288 RMB 

 
For a small-ish wine list of 118 wines, Shang Palace packs in 

plenty of choice with a strong emphasis on red wines, focusing 

on France and Italy with some tempting Chinese additions, 

including big names such as AoYun and Helan. Many diners 

will no doubt be happy to pick and choose from the excellent 

range of styles and vintages to be seen by the glass from 

Cloudy Bay sauvignon blanc and Dönnhoff riesling to Catena 

Zapata malbec and Skyline of Gobi marselan. 

SHANGHAI TABLE, THE RITZ CARLTON 

PORTMAN SHANGHAI 🍷 

厢房-上海菜 

1st floor, West, No. 1376, Nanjing West Road, Jing'an District, 

Shanghai 200040 

021-34665933 

www.fsrjt.com 

Cuisine: Shanghai 

Wine list by Leo Zhao 

Wine on list: 95 (9 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 75 - 128 RMB 

 
Customers have the opportunity to enjoy some local Chinese 

wines here, including in the ‘by the glass’ section. As well as 

Chinese spirits and rice wines. A wide-ranging mix of both Old 

World and New World wines with the nod perhaps to offerings 

from Burgundy. An intriguing array of teas to finish. 



SHANGHAI TANG CAFE - BFC, THE BUND 

FINANCE CENTRE 🍷🍷🍷 

上海滩餐厅-BFC店 

5th floor, N3, North District, No. 558, Zhongshan 2nd Road, 

Huangpu District, Shanghai 200005 

+86 021-63787777 

No website 

Cuisine: Shanghai 

Wine list by Leo Liu 

Wine on list: 163 (4 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 118 RMB 

 
A list which looks to both the Old and New World as well as in 

between – China. The opportunity to try some of these local 

wines should not be missed. Some seriously thoughtful 

selections throughout the New World section. Natural wines 

also featured. Whiskies, Chinese spirits, sake and more in an 

impressive supporting cast. 

SHANGHAI TANG CAFE - XINTANDI 🍷🍷🍷 

上海滩餐厅-新天地店 

Huang Pi Nan Lu 358, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200001 

021-63037777 

https://www.smartshanghai.com/venue/2250/Shanghai_Tang_(

Xintiandi)_shanghai 

Cuisine: Shanghainese 

Wine list by Robert Huang 

Wine on list: 140 (4 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 188 RMB 

 

A list which looks to both the Old and New World as well as in 

between – China. The opportunity to try some of these local 

wines should not be missed. Some seriously thoughtful 

selections throughout the New World section. Natural wines 

also featured. Whiskies, Chinese spirits, sake and more in an 

impressive supporting cast. 

SHANXI, JINYAN HOTEL 🍷 

善喜日本料理 
No.99 South Hubin Road, Xiamen, Fujian 361000 

15060773802 

http://www.xmairhotels.com/ 

Cuisine: Japanese 

Wine list by Guanxiong Wang 

Wine on list: 97 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 30 - 200 RMB 

 
Although short, every selection on Shanxi's list is well chosen, 

from the classic Pibarnon rosé to the Poggo di Sotto Rosso di 

Montalcino, illustrating a keen awareness of the great drinking 

wines of the world 

SHENG YONG XING (LU JIA ZUI 

SHANGHAI) 🍷🍷 

晟永兴（陆家嘴店） 

4F Foxconn Building no.1366, Lu Jia Zui Huan Road, Pudong 

District, Shanghai 200120 

021-58777857 

No website 

Cuisine: Peking Chinese 

Wine list by Arneis Wu 

Wine on list: 110 (6 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 68 - 138 RMB 

 
A fine array of wine pairing selections make it easy to enjoy 

some excellent wines. Or delve into the list with some 

intriguing local options and especially some big names from 

the Old World – Leflaive, Rousseau, Donnhoff, top estate 

Bordeaux and more. Excellent supporting cast and appealing 

teas to finish. 



SHENG YONG XING (SAN LI TUN BEIJING) 

🍷🍷🍷 

晟永兴（三里屯店） 

No 5, Xin dongjia Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100600 

010-64640968 

https://guide.michelin.com/en/beijing-

municipality/beijing/restaurant/sheng-yong-xing-chaoyang 

Cuisine: Peking Chinese 

Wine list by Arneis Wu 

Wine on list: 147 (9 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 58 - 128 RMB 

 
A beautifully and thoughtfully presented wine list in both 

contents and presentation. Award-winning sommelier, Arneis 

Wu has cherry-picked a selection of French wines - with 

support from both Old and New World producers - to produce 

a smart, modern wine list catering to a cuisine built primarily 

around Peking Duck and a range of seafood. All you need to 

know about food and wine matchings are presented at the start 

- it makes for tempting reading. The Champagne listing is 

definitely a good starting point. Prices are fair. 

SHENG YONG XING (SHANGHAI BUND) 

🍷🍷🍷 

晟永兴 

5F Bund 5, NO. 20 Guangdong Road, Huangpu District, 

Shanghai 200001 

021-63302885 

https://www.smartshanghai.com/venue/23557/sheng_yong_xin

g_guangdong_lu 

Cuisine: Lu and Peking Chinese 

Wine list by Arneis Wu 

Wine on list: 201 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 58 - 458 RMB 

 

A beautifully and thoughtfully presented wine list in both 

contents and presentation. Award-winning sommelier, Arneis 

Wu has cherry-picked a selection of French wines - with 

support from both Old and New World producers - to produce 

a smart, modern wine list catering to a cuisine built primarily 

around Peking Duck and a range of seafood. All you need to 

know about food and wine matchings are presented at the start 

- it makes for tempting reading. The Champagne listing is 

definitely a good starting point. Prices are fair. 

SHENG YONG XING (WU DAO KOU) 🍷 

晟永兴（五道口） 

No 35,Zhi Xin Road Er Li Zhuang, Haidian District, Beijing 

100089 

010-62326586 

No website 

Cuisine: Peking Chinese 

Wine list by Arneis Wu 

Wine on list: 57 (3 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 58 - 68 RMB 

 
A much smaller number of wines resides on this list compared 

to its sibling restaurants, but what is listed will undoubtedly 

bring a smile to diners. Some big wine names aplenty shine - 

Prüm, Au Bon Climat, Liger-Belair, Penfolds, Vega Sicilia - 

mix with some well-priced wonders from around the globe. The 

food and wine pairings are a novel way to list the wines but 

very helpful. 

SHUNPACHI, HYATT REGENCY BEIJING 

WANGJING 🍷🍷 

旬八 
Lei Shing Hong Center, 8 Guangshun South Street, Chaoyang 

District, Beijing 100102 

(010)86301266 

https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/china/hyatt-regency-

beijing-wangjing/nayrw/dining 

Cuisine: Izakaya 

Wine list by Hannah Liu 

Wine on list: 117 (11 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 80 - 155 RMB 

 
There is much to love about the beverage offering at this stylish 

Izakaya nestled within the Hyatt Recency Beijing Wangjing. 

The sake listing, as expected, is lengthy and is grouped by style, 

making it easy to find the style you enjoy. The wine list is 

refined with care taken regarding producer selection, including 

a good number by the glass. It is a sophisticated, international 

list with a great spread of prices. 



SICHUAN FUSION TAPAS 🍷🍷🍷 

花满林 TAPAS 

No. 895, Julu Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200040 

13321887127 

We don't have a website 

Cuisine: Fusion Tapas 

Wine list by Kiven Hua 

Wine on list: 180 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 148 - 558 RMB 

 
The focus here is on some of the very best wines from the New 

World – New Zealand, Australia, South America, California 

and more – well backed by an appealing array of champagnes. 

Those more traditional will find plenty to enjoy from regions 

throughout Europe, especially Burgundy. Coravin allows some 

very fine drinking by the glass. 

SICHUAN MOON BY ANDRE CHEN, WYNN 

PALACE 🍷🍷🍷 

川江月 
Avenida da Nave Desportiva, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) - 

+85388898889 

www.wynnpalace.com 

Cuisine: Sichuan 

Wine list by Thomas Guo 

Wine on list: 1017 (27 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 70 - 580 MOP 

Best Listing of Chinese Spirits 
 

Fine wine is an absolute priority in the Wynn Palace 

restaurants. Its performance in these awards saw the SW 

Palace enter China's Wine List of the Year Hall of Fame in 

2019. However, the hotel has certainly not rested on its laurels. 

The list has continued to grow in size and complexity and now 

has over 1000 listings. It is an extensive list with 

representatives from most of the world's key wine regions. 

Burgundy and Bordeaux are absolute highlights, and there are 

also many wines from Italy, Spain and the USA. There are 

bottles of varying age, so as with all fine wine, do consider 

vintage when ordering to find the wine with the right level of 

development for your palate. 

SILVER POT 🍷 

银锅 

5F, M6 Office Building, 300 Jiaozi Avenue, Chengdu, Sichuan 

610041 

028-65777598 

https://guide.michelin.com/en/chengdu-

municipality/chengdu/restaurant/silver-pot 

Cuisine: Morden Sichuan 

Wine list by George Lian 

Wine on list: 68 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 58 - 188 RMB 

 
This is a small list which should find plenty of supporters in 

Chengdu. It has a white wine selection from Europe and 

another from around the world: both offer decent quality at a 

range of prices. The reds focus on France, Italy and Spain and 

countries further afield again offering a good selection at a 

wide range of prices. 

SOIF 🍷🍷 
Room 105, No. 550, Wuding Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 

200041 

18020220412 

https://www.smartshanghai.com/venue/20091/soif_by_vinism_

wine_wuding_lu 

Cuisine: Bistro 

Wine list by Shier Chan 

Wine on list: 98 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 78 - 128 RMB 

 
Showcasing the best in international natural and low 

intervention wines from Radikon to Mikulski, Soif's list is 

unwavering in its focus. This sort of commitment to the lofi 

wines of the world is truly global. and this list includes 

impressive depth across the old and new world. 



SOLO 🍷 
No.12 Yangchun Alley,No.9 Yongle East Road,Liangxi 

District, Wuxi City, Jiangsu 214000 

0510-89808777 

No website 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Allen He 

Wine on list: 198 (24 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 58 - 118 RMB 

 
You will need to do a little exploring here but it will be worth it 

– plenty of gems hidden throughout. And they hail from regions 

all over the world. Good value options abound but there are 

some of the very big names available as well. 

SOUL JUICE 🍷 

瘦猪 
39 Rolling Embroidery Workshop, Gusu District, Suzhou, 

Jiangsu 215000 

0512 

www.winelistoftheyear.cn 

Cuisine: Western 

Wine list by Teresa Shen 

Wine on list: 101 (5 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 78 - 88 RMB 

 

A tight list but there is plenty to enjoy, whether you prefer 

exploring some of the emerging producers and left field options 

or sticking with the tried and true famous names. The focus is 

very much on the Old World offerings but there are some local 

options as well. 

ST REGIS BAR MACAU, THE ST. REGIS 

MACAO 🍷🍷 

澳门瑞吉酒吧 

2nd Floor, Estrada do Istmo, s/n, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) - 

+853 8113 1300 

https://www.thestregisbarmacao.com/ 

Cuisine: Bar 

Wine list by David Duan 

Wine on list: 166 (20 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 98 - 388 MOP 

 
St Regis is primarily a high-end bar with cocktails and spirits 

its main focus. That said, the wine list is excellent with a tight 

‘by the glass’ selection, a solid list of Grande Marque 

Champagnes and an enticing rollcall of white and red 

Burgundy and red Bordeaux. The rest of France and the wider 

world of wine is covered well. The quirky vinous anecdotes add 

panache. 

STEAK HOUSE TONGYING CENTER 🍷🍷 

STEAK HOUSE 牛排家 
3-8, 3rd Floor, Tongying Center, No. 1 Nansanlitun, Chaoyang 

District, Beijing 100000 

010-57809040 

https://au.trip.com/travel-guide/foods/beijing-1-restaurant/city-

30485059/ 

Cuisine: Western Steak House 

Wine list by Carl Chen 

Wine on list: 105 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 68 - 398 RMB 

 
An impressive international wine list that complements the 

sophisticated menu. USDA Prime beef is the hero of the menu, 

so you will find plenty of flavoursome reds to accompany, 

notably from France and Italy. But the diversity of the menu 

commands a broad wine list, and the wine team have presented 

an international selection that will please all diners. It is 

excellent to see a mix of old and new world producers. 



STEAK UNIVERSE QUJIANG 🍷🍷🍷 

酒师扒房曲江店 

Room 1-1,South of film industry Hall,No.508, Xiying 

Road,Qujiang New District, Xi'an, Shaanxi 710000 

029-89660452 

No website 

Cuisine: American Style Steak house 

Wine list by Jingjing Lu 

Wine on list: 122 (16 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 70 - 898 RMB 

 
At Steak Universe, they do things differently, which is excellent 

news for wine buffs. Firstly, the by-the-glass selection is 

excellent: you can order wines by the glass or carafe, including 

delights such as Dr Loosen or a South African Cinsault. They 

also offer a stunning Coravin selection, including aged 

examples of iconic wines. The list has terrific clarity and 

confidently lists lesser-known names alongside acclaimed 

labels. In fact, they have successfully combined the 

contemporary with the classic in a way few lists manage to do. 

In addition, there is a vast array of quality spirits and cocktails. 

Mention must also be made of the impressive art design. It is a 

slick list, without a doubt, and a global feast for drinks lovers. 

STEAK UNIVERSE WANGFUJING 🍷🍷🍷 

酒师扒房南门店 

Beilinqu Nanguanzheng Street Changanguoji C zuo 201, Xi’an, 

Shaanxi 710000 

029-85266958 

No website 

Cuisine: American Style Steak House 

Wine list by Jingjing Lu 

Wine on list: 270 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 55 - 6300 RMB 

Best Independent Restaurant List 
 

At Steak Universe, they do things differently, which is excellent 

news for wine buffs. Firstly, the by-the-glass selection is 

excellent: you can order wines by the glass or carafe, including 

delights such as Italian Primitivo or a South African Cinsault. 

They also offer a stunning Coravin selection, including aged 

examples of iconic wines, including none other than DRC by 

the glass...wow! The list has terrific clarity and confidently lists 

lesser-known names alongside acclaimed labels, including a 

good set from China. So you can experiment with new styles or 

choose from the classic collection of Burgundy, Bordeaux and 

Barolo. They have successfully combined the contemporary 

with the classic in a way few lists manage to do, which is 

fabulous. In addition, there is a vast good of quality spirits, 

cocktails and mocktails. It is a slick international list, without a 

doubt, and a global feast for drinks lovers. 

STILLER, GUANGZHOU GARDEN HOTEL 

🍷🍷🍷 

斯蒂勒 
Tai'an Gate, 2nd Floor, Guangzhou Garden Hotel, No. 368 

Huanshi East Road, Yuexiu District, Guangzhou, Guangdong 

510060 

020-83338989 

https://gardenhotel.com/en/dining/stiller/ 

Cuisine: Bistro 

Wine list by Jordan Li 

Wine on list: 300 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 90 - 690 RMB 

 
This high-end wine list is a thrilling collection of treasured 

wines. Along with a fine set by the glass, with premium wines 

served by Coravin, the list moves with the seasons, offering a 

selection of wines complementary to the seasonal menu. In 

addition, there are producers spotlights, such as a page 

devoted to the wines of Duval Leroy, including rare back 

vintages. There is a fabulous set of grower Champagnes as well 

an extensive listing from classic houses. I applaud the vast 

range of German wines, something not often seen in China. 

But, of course, lovers of the French classics are well-catered 

too. And you'll find admired producers from Italy, Spain, the 

USA and New Zealand. It is a top wine list demonstrating the 

wine team's excellent knowledge and passion and will delight 

all discerning wine lovers. 

STONE SAL 🍷🍷 

言盐西餐厅 

2nd Floor, 9 Donghu Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200300 

021-54651765 

https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g308272-

d16755011-Reviews-Stone_Sal-Shanghai.html 

Cuisine: New American Style Restaurant 

Wine list by Yang Lu 

Wine on list: 197 (17 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 85 - 340 RMB 

 
Options under Coravin ensure that those who enjoy exploring 

the ‘by the glass’ options are in for a treat. Plenty of great 

names from Burgundy and some very fine Bordeaux and Italian 

options. Local choices also available. Very impressive 

collection of spirits, especially whiskies, and associated 

options. 



SUI TANG LI, THE MIDDLE HOUSE 🍷🍷🍷 

随堂里 
366 Shimen Yi Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200041 

+86 21 3216 8068 

https://www.thehousecollective.com/en/the-middle-

house/restaurants-and-bars/sui-tang-li/ 

Cuisine: Modern Chinese 

Wine list by James Teng 

Wine on list: 300 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 180 RMB 

 
Sui Tang Li brings a vibrant, modern feel to its wine list which 

works so well with its modern Chinese cuisine. A selection of 

traditional moutai, spirts and teas sit alongside a hand-picked 

grouping of world wines, led by the French. Biodynamic 

producers feature throughout together with the odd orange 

wine. Select a theme - the list is creatively curated by theme - 

and dive in. There are many to choose from including 

Mediterranean Sunshine, Colours of Champagne, Bordeaux 

Style of New World and Curiosity Rewarded. Plenty of thought-

provoking ideas here for accompanying an equally thought-

provoking cuisine. 

SUMMER PALACE SHANGHAI, JINGAN 

SHANGRI-LA HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷 

夏宫 

1218 Middle Yan’an Road, Jing An Kerry Centre on West 

Nanjing Road, Shanghai, 200040 

+86 21 22038888 

https://www.shangri-la.com/en/shanghai/jinganshangrila/ 

Cuisine: Chinese 

Wine list by King Wang 

Wine on list: 650 (22 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 50 - 3360 RMB 

 

The Summer Palace wine list delves deep into the Shangri-La 

cellar and emerges with a fine collection of top quality wines. 

France leads the way with an enviable collection of 

Champagne, Burgundy and, most notably, Bordeaux wines. It 

also shows commitment to the wines of the New World and 

Europe. But, if one section, is bound to truly inspire the diner it 

will be wines by the glass which embraces the Coravin 

dispensing system bringing forth some rare and delicious tastes 

from makers such as Bouchard, Leoville Las Cases, Lafite, and 

Tenuta San Guido. 

SW STEAKHOUSE, WYNN PALACE 🍷🍷🍷 

永利扒房 
Avenida da Nave Desportiva, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) - 

+85388898889 

https://www.wynnpalace.com/en 

Cuisine: American Steakhouse 

Wine list by Amy Pan 

Wine on list: 1017 (32 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 70 - 240 MOP 

 
Fine wine is an absolute priority at SW Steakhouse. Its 

performance in these awards has seen it enter the China Wine 

List of the Year Hall of Fame due to winning the Hong Kong, 

Macau, and Taiwan section in 2019. Though the restaurant has 

certainly not rested on its laurels. It has continued to grow in 

size and complexity and now has over 1000 listings. It is an 

extensive list with representatives from most of the world's key 

wine regions. Burgundy and Bordeaux are absolute highlights, 

and there are also many wines from Italy, Spain and the USA. 

There are bottles of varying age, so as with all fine wine, do 

consider vintage when ordering to find the wine with the right 

level of development for your palate. 

TANGHUI 🍷🍷 

溏会 
4F & 5F, CITIC Pacific Plaza, No1168 Nanjing West Road, 

Shanghai, 200041 

0086-021-63803777 

No website 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Leo Liu 

Wine on list: 160 (4 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 88 - 118 RMB 

 
Any list with an array from DRC is guaranteed to attract 

favourable attention. While lovers of red Bordeaux will feel 

right at home here, the classics are from Burgundy. 

Champagne also appeals enormously and there are fine options 

from the top regions, especially from the Old World. A 

seriously impressive array of spirits and Chinese rice wines. 



TAVOLA, THE GRAND SUMMIT 🍷🍷🍷 

北京塔沃拉意大利餐厅 

2nd Floor, Section B, Liangmaqiao Diplomatic Mansion, No. 

19, Dongfang East Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100600 

010-85325068 

http://tavola.cn/ 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by David Feng 

Wine on list: 350 (11 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 58 - 608 RMB 

 
Tavola has a lot to offer the diner, from its thorough range of 

Italian wines from right across the country to a solid group of 

wines by the glass and by the half bottle, there is much to 

consider in all things Italian. However, there is more, including 

a terrific selection of Chinese wines from sparkling through to 

sweet wines. An interesting consumer-minded addition is a 

section on outstanding vintages for notable wine regions with 

many of the vintages named appearing on the list. And it's 

worth taking time to consider the sweet wines and Portuguese 

fortifieds from Graham and Warre's to finish your meal. 

TERRAZZA, GALAXY MACAU 🍷🍷🍷 

庭院 
Galaxy Macau, 2/F, 2001, cotai, Macau (and SAR) - 

853 8883 2221 

https://www.galaxymacau.com/dining/restaurants/terrazza-

italian-restaurant/ 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Lin Chang, Elise Ngan 

Wine on list: 1240 (25 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 330 MOP 

 

Striking a balance between the icons of the wine world and 

enjoyable drinks is a fine art. The Terrazza list does it well, 

with wines for immediate pleasure coupled with an array of 

specials and verticals of famous names. Heavy with fine 

Nebbiolo & Sangiovese, perhaps the only thing missing is a 

deeper Coravin selection to tap into the list depths 

THE THEATRE - BONJOUR CENTER 🍷 
L145 East Zone, No.346 Fuhua 1st Road,One Avenue, Futian 

District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 518000 

18028768379 

No website 

Cuisine: Casual dining 

Wine list by Carol Tai 

Wine on list: 67 (46 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 80 - 338 RMB 

 
What sets this theatrical list apart from others is its forty-six 

wines by the glass. So, there is so much fun to be had 

experimenting with different styles, varieties and origins. 

Succinct tasting profiles help direct customers to wines that suit 

their taste. It is an innovative, dramatic and thrilling list...allow 

yourself to get swept away. 

THE THEATRE - FINANCIAL CITY 🍷 
U8 Bar Street,300Jiaozi Avenue,High-tech Zone, Chengdu, 

Sichuan 610000 

028 6011 6400 

https://chengdu-expat.com/places/the-theatre-financial-city/ 

Cuisine: Casual dining 

Wine list by Carol Tai 

Wine on list: 61 (38 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 80 - 338 RMB 

 
Theatre's list goes beyond the usual names to present plenty of 

unique options from Kumeu River Chardonnay through to the 

benchmark big names Krug & Opus One. A note for whisky 

lovers - Theatre's selection has plenty of famous offerings 



THEWAREHOUSE 🍷🍷🍷 
Room 312, No.517 Yongjia Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 

200000 

021-52922599 

https://www.smartshanghai.com/venue/25555/thewarehouse 

Cuisine: Mediterranean 

Wine list by Swift Hu 

Wine on list: 340 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 79 - 199 RMB 

 
Led by a mouth-watering selection of white and red Burgundy 

broken down by village, the selection from theWarehouse 

features legendary wines from Roulot, de Vogue & Leflaive, 

complemented by must haves from across the globe - Tissot, 

Quintarelli, Bell Hill and more. It's especially welcome to see 

Burgundy at accessible prices by the glass too 

TIN LUNG HEEN, THE RITZ-CARLTON, 

HONG KONG 🍷🍷🍷 
International Commerce Centre, 1 Austin Road West, 

Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR) - 

+852 2263 2270 

https://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/hong-

kong/dining/tin-lung-heen 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Benson Yan, Timothy Lam, Rayman Keung 

Wine on list: 750 (23 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 128 - 488 HKD 

 

While there is a great deal of overlap between the choice of 

wines on this list and Tosca di Angelo's, they are quite different 

from each other. Tin Lung Heen's list by the glass is a 

comprehensive international collection. One notable feature is 

the availability of three alcohol-removed wines on this list. 

There's an impressive champagne collection, in-depth choice in 

Italy and France, as well as a substantial range of 

International Whites focusing on chardonnay, riesling and 

sauvignon blanc. Rosé is shown great respect with a mouth-

watering collection. And red wines to suit everybody's taste. 

TIVANO, THE TEMPLE HOUSE 🍷🍷🍷 

意大利餐厅 

No.81 Bitieshi Street, Jinjiang District, Chengdu, Sichuan 

610021 

+86 28 6297 4190 

https://www.thehousecollective.com/en/the-temple-house/ 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Cederic Yao 

Wine on list: 309 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 90 - 140 RMB 

Best Wine List - Western China 

 
This is an impressive list neatly tailored to its Italian menu. It's 

a sizeable international collection by the glass, well-priced and 

with very good quality wines. Tivano also offers some wine 

flights, highlighting three wines with some geographical 

connection. There is a focus on Italy, although Germany, 

Austria and Spain are featured before an offering of some 

excellent quality wines from around the globe. A pleasing 

selection of wines from China gives customers a great 

opportunity to try these. 

TOSCA DI ANGELO, THE RITZ-CARLTON, 

HONG KONG 🍷🍷🍷 
International Commerce Centre, 1 Austin Road West, 

Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR) - 

+852 2263 2270 

https://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/hong-

kong/dining/tosca 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Enrico Russo, Matteo Merea, Mark Tsui, Arren 

Liu 

Wine on list: 670 (27 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 225 - 0 HKD 

Best Wine List - Hong Kong SRA 

 
This is a wonderfully impressive list with a clear focus on the 

wines of Italy without neglecting the wider wine scene. There's 

an extensive list by the glass including four very different 

champagnes and an impressive range of Italians including five 

classy wines in a premium section. Champagne is given deluxe 

treatment with superstars like Dom, Cristal and Jacques 

Selosse put in the spotlight. There's a feature on wines from 

important Champagne villages. The Italian focus demands, and 

gets, a selection from Franciacorta. Exploring this list is a joy. 



UNION, THE OPPOSITE HOUSE 🍷🍷 
Taikoo Li Sanlitun North, No. 11 Sanlitun Road, Chaoyang 

District, Beijing 100027 

+8610 6410 5180 

https://www.thehousecollective.com/sc/the-opposite-

house/restaurants-and-bars/union/ 

Cuisine: International 

Wine list by Will Gao 

Wine on list: 90 (72 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 70 - 900 RMB 

 
This is the place to go for gin lovers. There are so many to 

discover in addition to a top range of cocktails (including 

mocktails) inspired by China's famous Silk Road. Or there's a 

Champagne flight to enjoy, in addition to the chance to try one 

of 72 wines available by the glass. You read that correctly - 72! 

This list is not only innovative in its thinking but delightfully 

well-priced throughout. There is something for everything here. 

Enjoy. 

VEGE WONDER 🍷🍷 

山河万朵 

No.212, 2F, West Block of WF Central Wangfujing Street, 

Dongcheng District, Beijing 100010 

010-68888798 

https://www.thebeijinger.com/directory/vege-wonder 

Cuisine: Vegetarian Restaurant 

Wine list by Lu Yang 

Wine on list: 98 (6 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 110 - 150 RMB 

 

Vege Wonder offers a daring and creative approach to its wine 

list with a selection of wines in tune and taste with four themes: 

Mountain (powerful), River (vibrant), Flower and Complexity. 

It also boasts a sustainable philosophy, hence, organic, 

biodynamic and "natural" wines rule. China's first Master 

Sommelier, Yang Lu, describes the list as highly personalised, 

revealing his deep love of Burgundy. Burgundy lovers will 

rejoice at the selection which includes the approachable and 

well-priced as well as some well-known stars. 

VINOTHEQUE, KERRY HOTEL BEIJING 

🍷🍷🍷 
1 Guanghua Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020 

(8610)6561 2626 

https://www.shangri-la.com/cn/beijing/kerry/ 

Cuisine: Mediterranean 

Wine list by Jacobs Zhang 

Wine on list: 397 (38 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 88 - 5288 RMB 

 
Firstly, the by the glass selection is unmissable, dipping into 

the icon of the world (with an incredibly expansive Coravin 

section), Vinotheque's list shows an awareness of the 

benchmarks and the desire for interesting drinks. Burgundy, 

Bordeaux & Champagne lead the way, but with welcome 

arrays of German Riesling, Italian Nebbiolo & much more. 

Aside from some tired aromatic whites, this is a well balanced 

and admirable list with welcome diversity. 

VOISIN ORGANIQUE, JIANGNAN HOUSE 

🍷🍷🍷 
8F, Jiangnan House, Nan Tou St, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, 

Guangdong 510000 

13322987869 

No website 

Cuisine: Modern Chinese 

Wine list by Leo Liao 

Wine on list: 266 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 88 - 858 RMB 

 
It's rare to see such an internationally aware Chinese list also 

championing local wines, and Voisin Organique's list carries it 

off. From Switzerland to South Africa, this globetrotting 

selection skips from the terroirs of China to the best in 

Argentine Chardonnay and all the regions in between. An 

applaudable list 



WEST LAKE BISTRO, FOUR SEASONS 

HOTEL HANGZHOU AT WEST LAKE 🍷🍷🍷 

西湖餐厅 

5 Lingyin Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310013 

+86（571）8829-8888 

https://www.fourseasons.com/hangzhou/ 

Cuisine: Italian 

Wine list by Olive Gao 

Wine on list: 309 (12 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 98 - 178 RMB 

 
A list which is just bursting with the great names from around 

the world of wine. Very hard to go wrong here. nowhere is this 

more evident than with the wines from Burgundy. Fans of great 

Italians will also be very happy. A well presented and well 

compiled list with a fine supporting cast. 

WEST ROOM, ANDAZ SHENZHEN BAY 

🍷🍷🍷 

西室 
2600 Keyuan South Road, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, 

Guangdong 518052 

0755-86261234 

https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/china/andaz-shenzhen-

bay/szxaz/dining 

Cuisine: International 

Wine list by Barry Chen 

Wine on list: 172 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 98 - 598 RMB 

 

This is a very good list, impressive by the glass with three 

champagnes, a collection of well-known producers from 

around the globe and some budget-priced offerings of great 

houses. West Room has a sizeable range of Chinese wines, a 

comprehensive offering of Champagne, Bordeaux and 

Burgundy and quality wines from many parts of the world. 

WESTERN COURT 🍷🍷🍷 

西院餐厅 

No. 1-2, Zhongguancun South Street, Haidian District, Beijing 

100086 

15801589965 

No website 

Cuisine: Modern Chinese, Dry-aged Steak 

Wine list by Gary Zhang 

Wine on list: 333 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 90 - 180 RMB 

 
Western Court is a list to watch. It is a thoughtful and 

comprehensive listing of wine from around the globe. Yes, the 

classics are all there in abundance, with the selection from 

Burgundy and Bordeaux particularly glittering. But the 

inclusion of some smaller, lesser-known labels and regions 

shows that the wine team behind the list knows and loves wine. 

The wine is complimentary to the menu and has informative 

maps and information to inform and assist the diner in their 

selection. It is already an excellent list, but I look forward to 

watching it mature with time, as there is great potential. 

WILD YEAST 🍷🍷 
6th Floor, Conglian CC Bdlg, 292-294 Yanan Road, 

Shangcheng District, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310000 

13216179996 

https://terroirsense.com/en/p/4898.html 

Cuisine: Fusion Food 

Wine list by Skylar Ye 

Wine on list: 622 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 110 - 658 RMB 

 
The list opens with an extensive array of champagnes which 

focuses very much on top growers. There is an array of natural 

wines. While fine producers from all over the Old World are 

represented here, the treasure is in both the white and the red 

Burgundy sections. Names like Bindi, Bell Hill and Bass Philip 

show that there are also some excellent options from the New 

World. 



WINE ET TERROIR 🍷🍷🍷 

成都风土酒馆 

No.48 Tianxiang Street, Chenghua, Chengdu, Sichuan 610000 

15118143195 

No website 

Cuisine: French 

Wine list by Luke Liu 

Wine on list: 300 (21 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 660 RMB 

 
This is an extraordinary wine list of the world’s greatest wines 

with (an appropriate) focus on France. The Burgundian list is a 

highlight with an amazing selection of DRCs. That said, the 

Loire and the Rhône are well covered as in Bordeaux. The 

Champagne collection offers tops drops like Krug and Salon 

backed by a solid list of Grande Marque Houses. The 

thoughtful matching of a wine with every dish on the menu adds 

serious gravitas to this outstanding wine list. 

WINE UNIVERSE BY LITTLE SOMMS 🍷🍷 

宇宙酒馆 

769 Yuyuan Road, Changning District, Shanghai 200050 

021 5298 6130 

https://www.shine.cn/feature/taste/1812217048/ 

Cuisine: Fusion 

Wine list by Cassie Hu 

Wine on list: 411 (47 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 60 - 4600 RMB 

 

Wine Universe - a great name for a wine bar! - opened in 2018 

with a mission to bring a western-style modern wine bar with a 

strong by the glass philosophy to Shanghai. It has done so with 

a touch of daring, too, with some 47 wines by the glass 

including the rare opportunity to enjoy once-in-a-lifetime tastes 

of DRC, Lafite, Opus One and more under Coravin. A highlight 

of the list is the attention given to Grower Champagnes and an 

extensive array of New World wines to balance a strong Old 

World selection. 

WINE UNIVERSE CHENGDU 🍷🍷🍷 

宇宙酒馆 

No.19 Junlong Street, Chengdu, Sichuan 610000 

18117812042 

https://chengdu-expat.com/places/wine-universe/ 

Cuisine: Fusion 

Wine list by Cassie Hu 

Wine on list: 743 (47 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 60 - 4600 RMB 

 
There's a feeling that those involved in Wine Universe love 

wine and are keen to share their excitement with their 

customers. Chengdu has a winner here with Wine Universe's 

substantial wine list and its offering of more than 40 wines by 

the glass, at least half sealed under Coravin. That selection is 

breath-taking. There are heaps of wines from around the world, 

from established superstars as well as new wave winemakers 

who are challenging the established order, attracting attention 

and excellent reviews. 

WINE UNIVERSE SHENZHEN 🍷🍷 

深圳宇宙酒馆 

LG011, Shahe street,Xiangshanjie Community,Oct Park, 

Nanshan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 518053 

86-755-86951910 

No website 

Cuisine: Southeast Asian 

Wine list by Sol Yang, Sam Yang, Sean Huang, Theo Zhang 

Wine on list: 875 (875 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 70 - 7000 RMB 

 
A wine universe sounds like a pretty fabulous place to hang out. 

And if so, I would like to be able to drink any wine I want by 

the glass. Well, that is what is on offer at Wine Universe. If you 

order two glasses simultaneously, you can choose any of the 

875 wines on the list. So, the world of wine is at your fingertips. 

So, if you want to explore the world, I mean the universe, of 

wine, this is your place! 



WINEDERFUL BOTTLE 🍷🍷 

甘杯小酒馆 

Room 101, Building 2 (Area F), World Trade Regent City 

Europe and America Center, Xihu District, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 

310063 

182 1791 1299 

No website 

Cuisine: Bistro 

Wine list by Miles Liu 

Wine on list: 95 (10 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 90 - 178 RMB 

 
A fine list which offers some real gems from Burgundy, both 

white and red, but with numerous options from the top regions 

around the world. Explore widely or stick to the tried and 

tested. Considerable care has been devoted to the ‘by the glass’ 

offerings and there is much to like from the collection of spirits. 

WING LEI PALACE, WYNN PALACE 🍷🍷🍷 

永利宫 

Avenida da Nave Desportiva, Macau, Macau (and SAR) - 

+85388898889 

www.wynnpalace.com 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Daniel Wang 

Wine on list: 1017 (32 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 70 - 240 MOP 

 

Fine wine is an absolute priority in the Wynn Palace 

restaurants. Its performance in these awards saw the SW 

Palace enter China's Wine List of the Year Hall of Fame in 

2019. However, the hotel has certainly not rested on its laurels. 

The list has continued to grow in size and complexity and now 

has over 1000 listings. It is an extensive list with 

representatives from most of the world's key wine regions. 

Burgundy and Bordeaux are absolute highlights, and there are 

also many wines from Italy, Spain and the USA. There are 

bottles of varying age, so as with all fine wine, do consider 

vintage when ordering to find the wine with the right level of 

development for your palate. 

WOLFGANG'S STEAKHOUSE 🍷🍷 

沃夫冈牛排馆深圳店 

L8, Ping'an Finance Center, 5033 Yitian Lu, Futian District, 

Shenzhen, Guangdong 518000 

0755-23996630 

https://www.thatsmags.com/shenzhen/directory/1798499/wolfg

ang-s-steakhouse_1 

Cuisine: American Steakhouse 

Wine list by Leo Liu 

Wine on list: 286 (18 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 95 - 658 RMB 

 
This classic steakhouse offers a very fine selection of food-

friendly wines. As expected, reds are the hero of the list, 

particularly those from Burgundy, Bordeaux, Spain and the 

USA. That said, there are excellent examples from most key 

quality wine regions, including a top selection of whites. There 

is a good selection by-the-glass, and the best wines are served 

using Coravin. It is a classy list with a great range of prices, 

varieties, origins and styles. 

WU MODERN CHAO CUISINE 🍷🍷 

吴·现代潮菜 

101A, Block E, Overseas Chinese Town Building, 9018 

Shennan Avenue, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 

518000 

0755-86322822 

https://archello.com/project/wu-modern-chao-cuisine-shenzhen 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Alan Zhong 

Wine on list: 136 (9 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 148 - 400 RMB 

 
This restaurant in Shenzhen has an attractively presented menu 

which begins by proudly announcing its listing of premium 

Chinese wines, one of which is available by the glass alongside 

a small selection of quality French offerings. The champagne 

offering covers many of its different styles. While France gets 

most attention on the list, there are wines from Europe and 

other parts of the world of good quality. 



XIAMEN AIRLINES 🍷🍷 
22 Dailiao Road, Siming District, Xiamen, Fujian 361000 

0592-5979209 

https://www.xiamenair.com 

Cuisine: Traditonal Chinese 

Wine list by Xiamen Airlines 

Wine on list: 25 (0 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB 

Best Airline Wine List 

 
This is an exemplary airline list compiled with care and 

attractively presented to its passengers by Xiamen Airlines. 

There's an admirable, enticing range of cocktails or a beer to 

begin with; and whiskies, cognacs or liqueurs to conclude the 

meal. In either first or business class, there are impressive 

champagnes and great white and red wines from around the 

world chosen to complement the menu. 

XIN CUO, GUANGZHOU CHOW TAI FOOK 

ART CENTER 🍷 

新厝 
801, Chow Tai Fook Art Center, No. 6, Zhujiang East Road, 

Guangzhou, Guangdong 510000 

0086-13802930008 

No website 

Cuisine: New style fusion Chaoshan 

Wine list by Jinpeng Li 

Wine on list: 558 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 98 - 1280 RMB 

 

Heavily skewed towards the cream of Bordeaux, Burgundy & 

Champagne, the Xin Cuo is a collectors indulgence, with 

highlights like all time mature icons like 1985 Romanee Conti 

& 1982 Lafite. 

THE YEARNING 🍷 

酒庭 
NO.1, Youbang Buliding, Xinbei, Changzhou, Jiangsu 213100 

13915003737 

https://www.instagram.com/iloveeveve_/ 

Cuisine: Canape 

Wine list by Eve Li 

Wine on list: 120 (220 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 42 - 120 RMB 

 
What a pleasure to see some imagination with this small list 

from Yearning, with sections for Prestige and Interesting 

Variety that indicate a desire to look beyond the norms. It 

extends to the selection too, like skin contact NZ Sauv or Greek 

Moschofilero. It would be wonderful to see this depth 

translated into the by the glass selection in the future. 

YI CAFE, PU DONG SHANGRI - LA EAST 

🍷🍷🍷 
No.33 Fu Cheng Road, Pudong District, Shanghai 200000 

021-68828888 

https://www.shangri-la.com/cn/shanghai/pudongshangrila/ 

Cuisine: International 

Wine list by Alexander Yu Chen 

Wine on list: 309 (13 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 80 - 360 RMB 

 
There’s both breadth and depth to the Yi Cafe wine list with a 

solid selection of wines ‘by the glass’ to get things started. 

While the focus remains on the classic wines of France, there’s 

good support from the USA and Italian listings in particular. 

The half-bottle offering is impressive as is the list of spirits and 

cocktails. The mini-verticals from quality Burgundian 

winegrowers adds panache 



YI DAO 🍷🍷 

逸道（外滩源店） 

Yi Feng Wai Tan Yuan, Yuan Ming Yuan Road, Huangpu 

District, Shanghai 200002 

021-63330383 

https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-g308272-

d13436364-Reviews-Yi_Dao-Shanghai.html 

Cuisine: Huaiyang 

Wine list by Lu Yang & Top Somm Studio 

Wine on list: 114 (4 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 88 - 128 RMB 

 
This list opens with some local options for those looking to take 

that opportunity. There follows a nicely balanced mix from the 

Old and New World which will provide something for everyone. 

A fine supporting cast, especially the Chinese spirits and rice 

wine. An impressively curated list. 

YISEA, PUDONG SHANGRI- LA EAST 🍷🍷 
No.33 Fu Cheng Road, Pudong District, Shanghai 200000 

021-68828888 

https://www.shangri-la.com/en/shanghai/pudongshangrila/ 

Cuisine: Japanese 

Wine list by Alexander Yu Chen 

Wine on list: 477 (22 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 80 - 380 RMB 

 

Some quality Burgundy/Pinot Noir under Coravin is a fine 

opening to a wide-ranging list. Lovers of great champagnes 

will be very happy delving into this collection, and fans of top 

burgundy even more so. There is a fine sprinkling of top names 

from regions throughout both the New and Old World, plus an 

appealing array of local wines. Intriguing list of sake. 

YONG FU HUANGPU, JIN JIANG HOTEL 

🍷🍷🍷 

甬府（黄浦店） 
12th Floor, Jinbei Building, 59 Maoming South Road, Huangpu 

District, Shanghai 200020 

021—33566777 

https://guide.michelin.com/en/shanghai-

municipality/shanghai/restaurant/yong-fu 

Cuisine: Ningbo 

Wine list by Yang Lu 

Wine on list: 94 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$$ 

By the glass: 78 - 198 RMB 

 
Offerings from the top regions of France in the ‘by the glass’ 

section set the tone for this list. There is a pleasing choice of 

famous names and emerging producers throughout – some 

great names indeed, for those who like a little big game hunting 

– DRC, Lafon, Leflaive, Leroy, Dujac, Rousseau, among 

others. Burgundy fans will be salivating. Lovers of great 

Bordeaux will be equally enamoured. 

YU, THE RITZ-CARLTON BEIJING 🍷🍷 

玉餐厅 

83A Jian Guo Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100025 

010-5908 8111 

https://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/beijing/dining 

Cuisine: Cantonese & fusion food 

Wine list by Allen Luo 

Wine on list: 165 (20 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 90 - 168 RMB 

 
An accessible international list peppered with quality, 

dependable names. Because of this, you really can't make a 

poor choice. All the classic regions are well represented, and 

there is a wide range of prices and styles. There are also some 

real stars on the list, making this a serious place for wine 

lovers. 



YU ZHI LAN 🍷🍷 

上海玉芝兰 

No. 851 Julu Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200040 

19946163557 

https://guide.michelin.com/en/shanghai-

municipality/shanghai/restaurant/yu-zhi-lan 

Cuisine: Sichuan 

Wine list by Kiven Hua 

Wine on list: 114 (8 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 229 - 1698 RMB 

 
From the outset this list provides interest, with a Sommelier 

Recommends selection with character, and a Coravin by the 

glass lineup that showcases icons. With sections broken down 

by country and region, this list aims very high, even if some of 

the choices can feel a tad uncompromising. A special mention 

to the short descriptions of key regions (like the Loire) show a 

rare understanding of what makes wine unique. 

YUE ZHUHAI, SHERATON HOTEL ZHUHAI 

🍷 

采悦轩中餐厅 

1663 Yinwan Road, Wanzai, Xiangzhou District, Zhuhai, 

Guangdong 519000 

86 756 2996 688 

https://www.marriott.com.cn/hotels/zuhzs-sheraton-zhuhai-

hotel/overview/ 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by William Liang 

Wine on list: 34 (7 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 68 - 78 RMB 

 

The Yue Zhuhai wine list is short and snappy with a proudly 

parochial emphasis on the wines of China. All bases are 

covered with the layout by ‘Old Country’ and ‘New world’ an 

innovative approach. The educational tasting notes are a 

highlight. 

YUN'S FUSION CUISINE 🍷🍷 

云庐 

2300 Binjiang Avenue, Pudong District, Shanghai 200120 

021-6333 8088 

www.fsrjt.com 

Cuisine: Zhejiang Fusion 

Wine list by Leo Zhao 

Wine on list: 93 (9 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 68 - 118 RMB 

 
Traditional Old World options lead off in this tight list, with 

plenty of well known names on offer. Burgundy and Italy the 

stars. The New World is also on show here, especially with the 

reds. There are also local wines as well as Baijiu, rice wine 

and teas. 

ZI FU HUI - HONGQIAO 🍷 

子福慧 (虹桥） 

Yunfeng Villa C2,1665 Hongqiao Road, Changning District, 

Shanghai 201103 

021-33887577 

https://au.trip.com/travel-guide/foods/shanghai-2-restaurant/zi-

fu-hui-31818929/ 

Cuisine: Guangdong 

Wine list by Meiyu Li 

Wine on list: 39 (5 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 128 - 238 RMB 

 
Champagne, Burgundy and red Bordeaux all feature 

impressively here, with a mix of big names and emerging 

producers. Other regions are not neglected and there are 

mature options as well. An appealing collection of supporting 

drinks are included, with Japanese whiskies the standout. 



ZI FU HUI - KUN 🍷🍷 

子福慧 (虹桥） 

203 Shanghai Plaza,138 Huaihai ZhongLu, Huangpu District, 

Shanghai 200010 

021-58877775 

https://amazingarchitecture.com/restaurant/shanghai-zi-fu-hui-

a-hidden-restaurant-in-the-midst-of-the-bustling-metropolitan-

by-ldh-architectural-design 

Cuisine: Guangdong 

Wine list by Meiyv Li 

Wine on list: 112 (3 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 98 - 118 RMB 

 
Some serious bottles of champagne on offer here and a 

sprinkling of great wines throughout emerging players – look 

to Vega Sicilia, Vina Almaviva, Colin-Morey, Donnhoff, Aldo 

Conterno, Yquem and many more. Top-notch Bordeaux is the 

highlight. A fine supporting cast including local spirits ties up a 

well-compiled list. 

ZI FU HUI - QIAN 🍷🍷 

子福慧 （乾） 
LMall907, Shanghai Lujiazui Center, 899 Pudong South Road, 

Pudong District, Shanghai 200120 

021-58777786 

https://www.smartshanghai.com/venue/16791/zi_fu_hui_qian_l

+_mall 

Cuisine: Guangdong 

Wine list by Meiyu Li 

Wine on list: 37 (5 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 88 - 138 RMB 

 

A small but thoughtful wine list of just 37 wines, Zi Fu Qian 

mixes plenty of good drinking options with the chance to also 

strike out and enjoy some iconic names. The emphasis is on 

France, but do look out for the odd Chinese wine including a 

rosé from Penglai and a rkatsiteli from Turpan. 

ZI YAT HEEN, FOUR SEASONS HOTEL 

MACAO 🍷🍷 

紫逸軒 
Estrada da Baia de N. Senhora da Esperanca, S/N, Taipa, 

Macau (and SAR) - 

+85328818888 

https://www.ziyatheen.com 

Cuisine: Cantonese 

Wine list by Kaleb Paw 

Wine on list: 780 (15 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $$ 

By the glass: 110 - 190 MOP 

 
A small but thoughtful wine list of just 37 wines, Zi Yat Heen 

shares a similar list to its sibling restaurant, Zi Fu Qian, 

mixing plenty of good drinking options with the chance to also 

strike out and enjoy some iconic names. The emphasis is on 

France, but do look out for the odd Chinese wine including a 

rosé from Penglai and a rkatsiteli from Turpan. There is also a 

modest selection of beers and spirits to choose from. 

ZUNWU WAGYU SEAFOOD HOT POT 🍷 

樽舞和牛海鲜火锅 

1st Floor,Phase 2 ,Haihui Port , Xinyi & Yulin Rds, Zhengdong 

New District, Zhengzhou, Henan 450000 

0371-55610296 

No website 

Cuisine: Hot Pot 

Wine list by Rain Zhao 

Wine on list: 163 (9 by the glass) 

Wine prices: $ 

By the glass: 78 - 108 RMB 

 
If you love Bordeaux red wine, Zun Wu is the place to be – 

especially if you enjoy a good hot pot. While the focus is on 

Bordeaux, the rest of France is not neglected nor other wines 

from both the northern and southern hemispheres. That said, 

this is a wine list aimed specifically at the many lovers of the 

red wines of Bordeaux. 
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